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SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
WILDLIFE ... 
The only magazine devoted exclusively 
to all South Carolinians. 

Glance through the pages of our latest issue, and you'll be 
convinced of two things: First, that our state is a truly magnificent 
land, and second, that SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE brings the 
state to you in a truly magnificent way. 

Some South Carolinians seldom venture into wild areas, while 
others go every chance they get. With SOUTH CAROLINA 
WILDLIFE you can have it both ways. Use our articles as guides to 
the outdoors or visit the mountains, forests, swamps and seashore 
in the comfort of your home. Six times a year, you'll visit the nooks 
and crannies of South Carolina, journey down seldom-traveled 
roads and explore places off the beaten path, places that are the 
very heart of South Carolina. Along the way, you 'll meet two of your 
state's most important resources ... its people and wildlife. 

At only $7.95 a year SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE is 
truly a magnificent value. Don't let another issue pass you by. 
Use the order form on page 64 or the convenient bind-in envelope. 
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STATE DOCUMENTS 

Well into his 80s, Henry Savage has been in love with the outdoors since he was a child on the 
banks of the Santee. His contributions in conservation, forestry, politics and history have enriched 
South Carolina's natural heritage. 

A Quest For Quality by Joe Hamilton 
Producing quality deer populations depends on continued research, monitoring deer herd dynamics, 
the sportsman's basic knowledge of whitetail biology and support of needed changes in management 
practices. 

The Art of Outdoor Gore by Joel M. Vance 
Vicious canoes, lighming blasts, frenzied dogs in the heat of a fight-if there is an accident waiting 
to happen, it will find my stalwart crew. 

October Morning by Torn Poland 
The month of hunter's moon is a time of change, one last gasp of life before winter's onset. October 
sunlight is the crowning perfection of the day. 

Color For Survival by Pete Laurie 
In many ways, the animal world possesses visual abilities vastly different from those of man. Animals 
take advantage of color and vision to find food, avoid predators and perpetuate their species. 

Surf Fisherman's Song by BiU Sigmon Jr. 
Suddenly the rod tip bows, and a shimmering bass splits the breakers-but the catch is a bonus for 
the surf fisherman. The sights, the sounds, the smells and the peace draw him back to the sand bar. 

Preserving Your Homestead Habitat by Mike Creel 
Thousands of city dwellers each year abandon urban concrete and congestion for the country. In 
their zeal to get back to nature, they often lose the rustic features of land and wildlife that planning 
and patience can preserve. 

Field Trip 54 Roundtable 62 Ramblings 

The Cover by Robert Clark 
Autumn's subtle arrival spatters the chlorophyll-green of maples and other hardwoods with 
scarlet and golden hues. Calhoun County. (See page 28.) 
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BIOSPHERE 

Will hunter, fisherman, hiker, 
naturalist, camper, birder, 
boater ever realize that each has 
the same thing to gain or lose? 
.. . South CaroUna. 

2 South CaroUna Wildlife 

OTHERS' PERC EPTIONS ... sometimes they amuse, sometimes they astound, sometimes they 

anger or alarm. That they seldom agree is the only certainty. Some of the letters from subscribers to 

South Carolina Wildlife testify. 

"It's got too much hunting and fishing. Your magazine isn 't the place for this." 

''Not enough hunting and fishing. What are all those photographs of bugs and flowers and people 
and places doing in my wildlife magazine?" 

It's almost enough to confuse an editor into imagining several different magazines are being 

published under one title. And, in a sense, I suppose we're doing just that . For while South Carolina 

is a relatively small state, its outdoors covers a lot of ground - wildlife and conservation , people, 

plants , places, recreation and a proud heritage. These are what our past is founded in and what our 

future is founded on . 
But let's take a closer look at those letters. Let's examine what they say about their writers' 

perceptions of wildlife and what they hint at about our own views of past, present and future. 

One would suspect that our ancestors generally shared a utilitarian , perhaps hostile, view of the 

wilderness and its resources. Their South Carolina was a land of infinite natural bounty, a land to 

conquer and use. 

In many ways our forefathers may have been closer to the truth, for they were closer to the land. 

They knew the ways of the wilderness and what went on among animals, but they had little 
knowledge of the fragile interlocking nature of the natural world. 

Recent studies on our perception of animals indicate utili tarian views are still widespread but 

declining amid a growing affection for animals. Yet , too often such positive feelings center on 

certain animals to which we attribute human character and emotion ; too often it is manifested in 

humanistic, moralistic views of wildlife and the natural world. There still lingers an ignorance about 

animals, their habits and habitat needs. 

Perhaps we're blinded by our own perceptions, too anxious to choose sides over righ ts to the 

resource, too busy hurling emotionally charged labels at one another to look for the common 
ground. 

We fail to hear the message spoken in the relentless whine of tires on four-lane where once silent 

forest stood. We fail to heed the signs displayed as fields sprout subdivisions, shopping centers and 

industrial complexes. We fa il to hold significant the fact that our children , farther removed from an 

intimate knowledge of what once was, are confined in their expectations of what could be. 

Therein perhaps lies the larger significance of our perceptions about natural resource publications 

and the subjects they should include. When we label others' interests as good or bad, depending 

upon whether their choice of outdoor activities agrees with our own, and when we set the limits of 

our own perceptions rather than seeking greater knowledge and understanding of the natural world 
and our role in it, we ignore South Carolina. 

Will hunter, fisherman , hiker, naturalist , camper, birder, boater ever realize that each has the 

same thing to gain or lose? Will we join in tolerance and seek mutual understanding, or learn too 

late that the well-being of all animals and natural habitats is ultimately related to the human 
condition and perhaps even survival? 
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AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. 

WINGSHOOTERS 
AUTUMN by Willow Creek 
Press, P.O. Box 300, Wautoma, 
Wisconsin 54982, 1-800-341-
7170, hardback, full-color 
photographs, 256 pages, 1986. 

Wingshooters Autumn blends 
word and picture into the 
harmony that is a bird hunter's 
autumn, in much the way that 
lyric and melody make a song 
stay with us as the years pass. 

Beautifully photographed, 
Wingshooters Autumn is also a 
review of the finest work of 
sporting writers past and present, 
a primer on the best of American 
sporting literature as we see it. 

Part I focuses on the marshes, 
highlighting such writers as 
Gene Hill , Aldo Leopold, 
Robert Ruark, Zack Taylor and 
Charles Waterman. 

Part II highlights the uplands 
with works from writers Corey 
Ford ("Letter To A Grandson"), 
John Madson, Gordon 
MacQuarrie, Havilah Babcock, 
Theodore Roosevelt, William 
Cullen Bryant and others. 

ALDO LEOPOLD: THE 
MAN AND HIS LEGACY 
by Thomas Tanner. Published by 
Soil Conservation Society of 
America, 7515 Northeast Ankeny 
Road, Ankeny, Iowa 50021-9764, 
black and white photographs, 175 
pages, 1987. 

Aldo Leopold: The Man and 
His Legacy recaptures the 
thoughts, ideas, words and 
lifetime accomplishments of this 
conservation pioneer through 
interviews and essays by family, 
friends and followers. 

The 175-page, illustrated 
volume honors the significant 
life of the man known to many 
as the father of the land ethic 
and founder of game 
management. As scientist, 

philosopher and author, Leopold 
is probably best known for his 
1949 oook, A Sand County 
Almanac. 

Edited by Thomas Tanner, this 
collection of new essays is based 
on and inspired by the Aldo 
Leopold Centennial Celebration 
at Iowa State University in 
October 1986. The three-part 
oook documents Leopold's 
contribution to wilderness 
preservation, the evolution of his 
land ethic, his views about the 
interface between agriculture 
and conservation, and the 
application of Leopold's thinking 
in the workaday world by 
prominent natural resource 
managers and administrators. It 
also looks at Leopold the person, 
with recollections by his four 
children and brother. (See "The 
Compleat Conservationist: Aldo 
Leopold," South Carolina Wildlife 
magazine, May-June 1987.) 

STRIPED BASS F1SHING 
by Frank Woolner and Henry 
Lyman. Produced by Nick Lyons 
Books and published by Winchester 
Press, 220 Old New Brunswick 
Road, Piscataway, New Jersey 
08854, 192 pages, black and white 
photos, 1983. 

Striped Bass Fishing, a 
complete revision and updating 
of the authors' earlier The 
Complete Book of Striped Bass 
Fishing, is an indispensable 
oook for everyone who fishes- or 
who wants to fish-for the 
striped bass. 

There are fascinating historical 
and biographical profiles of the 
fish, a comprehensive study of its 
migratory habits with maps and 
charts, and a thorough treatment 
of all the tackle and ancillary 
gear needed to venture forth in 
surf and boat including natural 
baits and the traditional and best 

BOOKS 

new lures. Advice on wire-lining 
and the striper calendar are 
included for the reader's reference. 

GAME GUN by Richard S. 
Grozik, published by Willow Creek 
Press, P.O. Box 300, 'Xuutoma, 
Wisconsin54982, 1-800-341-
7170, full-color photographs, 
glossary, gun TTUU<ers' and dealers' 
listing, hardback, 150 pages, 1986. 

This oook transports you to the 
workshops of the finest 
gunmakers in England, Europe, 
Canada and the United States. 
Peer over the shoulders of master 
craftsmen who devote days and 
months to but one shotgun 
component which will, in tum, 
blend harmoniously with its 
walnut and steel counterparts. 
Follow the time-honored 
sequence, from fit to finish, that 
results in the ultimate expression 
of the gunmaker's art: a classic 
game gun. 

Game Gun explores the world 
oflocks, stocks, barrels and 
dynamics of gun fit and handling 
while honoring the patient, 
often unheralded artisans who 
bring such shotguns to life. Not 
simply a treatise for gun 
technicians, this elegant oook is 
intended for the wingshooter 
who lives with a sense of 
tradition and appreciation 
befitting fine guns, great game 
birds and wild country. 

The volume discusses the 
history of guns and fosters an 
appreciation for such history by 
placing emphasis on all game 
guns, like the upland gun. The 
"Metal To Metal" chapter covers 
barrelmaking, proofing, the 
action body, lockmaking, 
casehardening, annealing and 
bolting. Other chapters include 
good wood, steel tapestry, 
American-made, modem 
classics and the gun room. _ _, 
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READERS' FORUM 

Bounty of Butterflies 
Last fall on Pawleys Island we 

noticed a more than normal 
number of small yellow 
butterflies. On October 4, while 
driving back to Charlotte on 
Highways 521 and 377 along the 
Black River we saw hundreds of 
these butterflies. They were 
flying to the southwest, generally 
speaking right to left across the 
highway, and apparently in 
pairs. The flight petered out after 
Kingstree. 

Is your staff familiar with this 
migration? Could you possibly 
research the flight to its 
destination and write up the 
story? Bartram may have known 
these fabulous creatures but he 
did not have your magnificent 
magazine to give it to the world 
around us. 

Thank you for your articles and 
photography. 
Walter D. Tay 
Charlotte, Narth Carolina 

Editor's Note: According to 
biologist Billy McCord, an amateur 
lepidopterist, the butterflies were 
cloudless sulphurs, a very common 
and abundant southeastern coastal 
species that makes local migrations 
in the-late summer and fall, 
sometimes in large numbers. 

While we have no articles on 
butterflies planned for the near 
future, we hope you enjayed 
'1ewels of the Night" (March-April 
1987), McCord' s story on silk 
moths. 

Fonner Cover Mcxlels 
I'm a Hampton Counry boy 

transplanted to the foothills of 
the Blueridge in Albemarle 
County, Virginia. I do miss the 
Lowcountry and reading South 
Carolina Wildlife is the next best 

4 South Carolina Wiuilife 

thing to being there. I have been 
reading "my favorite magazine" 
ever since my family and I 
appeared on its cover in the early 
'70s-a photo of us in our boat 
at the Beaufort Water Festival. 

I agree with Richard L. Ford of 
Ft. Belvoir, Virginia, ("Readers' 
Forum," May-June 1987) on the 
issue of mailing labels. Let's start 
using the plastic mailing 
pouches, heavy brown paper 
overlay or paper sleeves to 
protect our precious Wildlife. 
Don't ruin a good thing. 
R. HuntMacMillanIII, M.D. 
Charlottesville, Virginia 

Proud of Young Outdoors man 
Have just finished poring over 

our May-) une issue of South 
Carolina Wildlife once again. The 
cover was breathtaking. We fish 
as a family, mainly in the swamps 
around our home. Our son is 
fifteen years old and has been 
fishing since he was three. He'd 
rather fish -seriously- than 
anything else. We sincerely have 
tried to show him that there's so 
much the Lord made to enjoy 
rather than to drink, smoke or 
take drugs. 

We are proud of him and his 
love for the wild. Thanks for a 
book to further his interest. 

We enjoy each magazine so 
much and-please do keep 
stressing, ''Get Hooked On 
Fishing-Not Drugs." 
Lane and Myra Ferguson 
Manning 

Black Squirrel Question 
Last spring I was going up the 

road to Wachovia Hills (near 
Florence) when I saw a black 
squirrel with four white feet. It 
shocked me so I stopped on top 
of the hill and let the quietness 

return. I let the car roll back 
down very easy and he had 
returned to the big oak-yes, sir, 
sitting straight up eating acorns. 
My grandson saw him and I took 
pictures. Russell Smith, 
coordinator at WBTW-IY, has 
also seen him or her! 

In the May-June issue "The 
Snakes of Okeetee" Mr. Lane 
states the diamondback could be 
gone. He hasn't been out to 
Wachovia Hills or Marlboro City. 
].D. Bailey 
Florence 

Editor's Note: ~ referred the 
squi,rrel question to staff writer Mike 
Creel, who responded, "What you 
observed was a fox squirre~ which is 
a fairly uncommon species 
compared to the smaller grey 
squi,rrel. The fox squirrel's color 
phases include a light salt-and
pepper grey with a black mask, 
black with white markings and a 
rusty-red with yellow markings. 
This squirrel may attain a body 
length of thirty inches, half of which 
is tail, and a weight of three pounds. 

"Rather than in thick wools the 
fox squirrel is more likely to be 
found in open pine wools with large 
trees, on the ground as they forage 
for nuts and fungi. This ground 
foraging often carries them out into 
the open areas away from trees 
where they are spotted by passing 
motorists. " 

Handy Supply of Victims? 
I have just received the July

August issue .... You have a 
quality publication and in some 
respects I am enjoying it; 
however, at times I feel I have 
subscribed to a hunting-and
fishing publication. 

I thought I was subscribing to a 
conservation publication -and I 

believe conservation means the 
respect, nurturing and 
preservation of wildlife for its 
own sake, not to provide a 
handy supply of victims for 
"sportsmen." 
MM.Judy 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

Editor's Note: South Carolina 
Wildlife is a conservation 
publication directed toward all who 
are concerned about the outdoors, 
certainly including hunters and 
fishermen. By the 1930s commercial 
plunder of many wild species, 
leveled forests, plowed grasslands 
and drained wetlands had indeed 
made victims of wildlife. 
Conservationists and sportsmen 
united to provide the legislative and 
financial support that brought back 
many game and nongame species 
and preserved hundreds of thousands 
of acres of vital wildlife habitat. 

Our demands on habitat continue 
to increase. Regardless of our choice 
of outdoor pursuits, it is time that 
we put aside emotional labels, 
recognize our common interest and 
unite in support of the lands and 
wild species that contribute so much 
to our quality of life. 

SCW Going Abroad 
Thought that you would like 

to know that our son, Sp/4 
Michael A. Graham, has been 
receiving the magazine since he 
was eight years old. He was 
horrified when I mentioned not 
renewing his subscription while 
he is in Germany. Everyone in 
the Company eagerly awaits 
each new issue, and no matter 
where they are from -South 
Carolina Wildlife magazine is 
"HOME." 
Elizabeth H. Graham 
Sumter 
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"Collecting Bait" one's own bait, and for me it also must devote substantial amounts of articles within, except pos.sibly 
I just finished reading brought a flood of memories of time to acquiring nothing but. for the story "Between a Rock & 

"Collecting Bait" by Jim Casada my dear old grandaddy. Thanks calaries which plain old sugar water a Hard Place." 
in July-August 1987 is.sue, and for taking me home again! does a fine job of providing. Here's hoping and praying that 
the memories of my boyhood Gordon Bowdler "In South Carolina we see most future is.sues will be much better 
bait gathering excursions with Saluda hummingbird activity around the in wildlife interests. I found the 
my grandfather welled into my late summer when they must story and photos on taxidermy 
consciousnes.s. I would Hummingbird Water consume large doses of calaries to out of place, though artful and 
accompany him to the "jungle" Controversy lay down enough fat reserves to get excellent in their own place, 
just acros.s "railroad avenue" in I was very upset to read in your them across the Gulf of Mexico such as in the Audubon 
Cayce-West Columbia to dig for July-August 1987 is.sue on how to during fall migration ( one of the magazine, because I consider 
worms. When the three-pronged feed hummingbirds, just mixing great wonders of nature) . Biologists and subscribe to your magazine 
bait digging rake unearthed a sugar and water. Last summer a believe the proportion of sugar to for lively and living-now wildlife 
good number of fat blue worms, newspaper article said the sugar water is important since too little features. 
my grandfather duly pronounced and water mixture being used by may do no good and too much may Bob Clearwater 
that as "pay dirt." When we hit so many people was very bad for cause internal organ damage. Some Ballwin, Missouri 
pay dirt it was cause for the birds. They said something observers also advocate not using 
celebration: not only were we about the birds weren't getting honey since this may create a ''Ward's" Establishment 
having fun while I dug the bait, the vitamins and minerals they fungus harmful to the bird. Some Profes.sor Henry Ward might 
we were anticipating hitting pay needed and it was causing weak purists believe in using plant sugars, have been amused by Deane 
dirt while fishing as well. egg shells, and I believe they said such as cane or sugar beet, in their McClaine's reference to his 

My grandfather and I also it caused the birds to be feeders , but this has not proven Establishment (p.16, July-August 
collected wasp nests and catalpa deformed. They said that people necessary. 1987) as the "World's" Natural 
worms. Sometimes we'd do the should buy the special mixture "I recommend the use of ordinary Science Establishment. Ward 
"knock the nest down - run like from the store that has what the tap water with dissolved table sugar founded the busines.s in the late 
crazy" method and sometimes birds need. in the ratio of one cup of sugar to 19th century in Rochester, New 
the "smoke-em out" routine. Also the other night I saw a four cups of water. It's important York, where for many 
Boiling water thrown on the nest TV show on hummingbirds that that feeders be thoroughly cleaned, generations it was known as 
works good too, but you have to said to mix just sugar and water if sometimes at frequent intervals, ''Ward's Museum." Justly famous 
be careful. Grandaddy also had you wanted hummingbirds to especially during hot days. " for his taxidermy work (P.T. 
some catalpa trees which grew come around. This really Barnum's beloved elephant 
worms and "Indian cigars" which bothered me; I don't want these Killer Kudzu "Jumbo" was shipped to 
were the seed pods. (They were beautiful birds being sick and not "Between a Rock & a Hard Rochester; the Charleston 
pretty strong smoke but milder getting what they really need. I Place" Quly-August 1987)- Museum was a substantial 
than rabbit tobacco.) wish you would check into this Help! If South Carolina does not customer), Ward also dealt in 

My grandfather would and ifl'm right, would you please do something about kudzu we rocks, minerals, fos.sils, biological 
sometimes freeze any extra re-write a column stating this. will lose our beautiful woods. It's specimens, and other natural 
catalpa worms to prevent birds Peggy Bowers about time we start fighting the science exhibits and teaching 
from cleaning him out too soon Summerville creeping death. materials. 
into fishing season. He claimed It doesn't just start someplace, Today, Ward's Natural Science 
they'd come back to life upon Editor's Note: Nongame and it takes it over. It is a real killer. Establishment operates from 
thawing them out and catch fish Heritage Trust biologist John Cely Thank you for a beautiful Rochester and California, with 
just like fresh ones. My replies, "The use of expensive magazine. collecting and proces.sing stations 
grandmother found this to be so-called vitamin and mineral James P. Gray Jr. throughout the world. Perhaps 
true one day when she opened mixtures for hummingbirds has no Spartanburg Mr. McClaine's error is not 
the refrigerator door to find it basis in fact. Hummingbirds get inappropriate after all! 
covered with catalpa worms their nutrients and protein from A Dead Issue? Ernest E St. Mary 
which had been "thawing out." small insects found inside the Just received the July-August Mineralogist, Ward's N. S. E. 

Casada's article pointed out flowers they visit. Because of their is.sue. I am finding it very difficult 1948-1953 
the many rewards of collecting high metabolism, hummingbirds to locate any interest in the Charleston 
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SALTMARSH RECLUSE 
Often heard but seldom seen, the clapper 
real or marsh hen pursues a secluded 
mammal~like existence amid the grassy 
stalks of the marsh. 

"by Pete Laurie 

illustration by Ell.en Fishburne Seats 
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T 
hroughout South Carolina's extensive coastal marshes, a shy, secretive 

bird exists in great numbers. Most of us will never see it, for evolution 

has favored its reclusive habits. 

While other avian species fly in and out with the tide to feed on 

exposed mudflats or to fish tidal creeks, clapper rails, known to many as marsh hens, 

remain in the estuarine grasslands, high tide or low. Of all the birds depending 

upon the marsh's bounty, no other so completely occupies this unique habitat. 

Few birds are so well-adapted to such a specialized environment. The salt 

marsh's narrow envelope of life, seldom more than a few feet in height from the 

mud to the top of the grass, provides clapper rai ls food, cover and nesting habitat. 

All they need to survive exists in the marsh, and they leave this protective layer of 

habitat only with great reluctance and then often to their peril. 

With nondescript brownish-grey plumage above and white below, the marsh 

hen blends into its grassy environment. The marsh provides abundant food 

sources to exploit year- long, including a variety of crustaceans, mollusks, marine 

worms and even small fish. The clapper's favorite food appears to be the square

backed fiddler crab, though common fiddlers are also relished, and the bird's 

long, slightly decurved beak makes a perfect tool for extracting fiddlers from their 

burrows. Male fiddlers are grasped between the body and the large claw, and a few 

shakes of the hen's head send the claw flying one way and the edible, now

unprotected body the other. Periwinkles, those abundant marsh snails, are 

consumed whole. As many as forty-eight have been discovered in a single bird's 

crop. 

Faced with danger, clapper rails prefer ground escapes. Rails fly with the greatest 

reluctance and then only when given no choice. Taking to the air above an open 

expanse of salt ma;sh invites attacks by winged predators and, during the fall 

season, hunters. 

Instinctively, rails find safety in marsh grass where their strong legs and deep, 

laterally compressed bodies move with ease and speed. Perhaps the phrase "thin as 

a rail" refers to the clapper's anatomy, designed by evolution to weave among the 

dense stands of marsh grass without generating a ripple. Like a few other avian 

species such as ostriches and emus, rails in other areas of the world have 
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Clapper rail nests usually are constructed of dead stalks 
and f aided-in blades of living grass elevated in the open 
salt marsh, well away from the normal environs of both 
terrestrial and aquatic predators. Two clutches of six 
to four teen buff and brown splotched eggs are produced 
annually. This high reproductive rate coupled with the 
downy black chicks' ability to leave the nest within only a 
few hours of hatching give the species a distinct survival 
edge. 

8 Saud, Carolina Wikllife 

completely lost the ability to fly, having more successfully evolved a terrestrial 

existence. 

In many ways clapper rails behave more like mammals than birds. They prefer a 

terrestrial, mostly nocturnal existence, and their reliance on smell and sound 

more than sight are traits typical to small mammals. Marsh hens live an almost 

two-dimensional existence, while birds relying heavily on flight live in three 

dimensions. 

Several species of mammals including raccoons, marsh rabbits and mink move 

in and out of the marsh to feed, but the marsh hen spends its entire life there, 

adapting to the wide and frequent swings in temperature and water level. Clapper 

rails, then, have evolved somewhat of a mammalian existence to exploit a niche 

left vacant by the mammals. 

Clappers fly feebly, legs danglin'g, and on their home ground drop abruptly back 

into the grass after only a few yards. Yet they manage long migrations, navigating 

mostly at night. Flying quietly, they can cover three hundred miles in three to 

four days. Birds from the northern part of the range fly south for the winter, 

swelling the already considerable ranks of the local population. 

I tried once on short notice to obtain a photograph of a marsh hen in flight. I 

quickly learned why marsh hen hunters wait for the highest possible tides. On 
successive days of ordinary high tides I waded through chilling waist-deep water 

failing to flush one of the area's abundant (I could hear them) hens. At one point 

I enlisted my wife to help flush the reluctant rails. Ever so rarely, a marsh hen 

would take flight, usually behind me, and I would swing around trying to keep 

from falling, the camera strap hopelessly tangled around my neck. After a week I 

had shot about half a roll of film. Eventually, I emerged from the marsh with a 

photo perfectly recognizable to anyone with a thorough knowledge of the bird 

and considerable imagination. 

At low tide hens stride about, and the marsh rings with their clattering cries, 

"meant no doubt as an expression of their joy," wrote Audubon. Sometimes a 

shout will set off a chain reaction of calling that rolls across the marsh. Marsh 

hens are most vocal at dusk, on moonlit nights and before storms. They can 

produce an extensive repertoire of clacks, grunts, groans and shrieks, but their 

distinctive "clapping" calls give the birds their name. 

At high tide, marsh hens fall silent and huddle at points of high ground or on 

floating rafts of spartina. During the especially high "spring tides" that occur twice 

monthly, these rails simply run out of dry land. When this happens during the fall 

to winter hunting seasons, they become fair game. 

At any but the highest of tides, many marsh hens will dive or swim to avoid 

hunters. Although they lack the semi-webbed feet of their more aquatic relatives, 

the coots and the gallinules, clapper rails swim quite well and can stay underwater 

a surprisingly long time. Hunters refer to a "marsh hen tide" when high tides 

augmented by a stiff northeasterly breeze pile the inshore waters even higher than 

normal. Though such marsh hen tides last only a couple of hours, two hunters 

poling a small boat in good habitat can easily bag two fifteen-bird limits. 

Hunting the marshes for clappers traditionally has been a favorite outdoor 

activity. Describing marsh hen hunting in the Charleston marshes of 1830, 

Audubon wrote: "My friend [The Rev. John] Bachman has shot so many as sixty 

in the course of four hours." An excellent wing shooter who made a living in part 

with his ability to collect birds for scientific study and painting, Audubon decried 

the lack of sport in marsh hen hunting. In an age when virtually all shotguns were 

side by side doubles, Audubon, employing a bit of hyperbole, made this 



observation: "I have seen a Carolinian, furnished with two guns, shoot at and kill 
four Marsh-hens as they flew off at once around him." 

The birds' ability to withstand the pressure of hunting, natural predation and 
disastrous losses to storm tides amazed Audubon and other writers of the time. 
Such abundance resulted from the marsh hen's ability to produce large numbers 
of eggs and to successfully hatch offspring. When predators and storms destroy 
nests, the birds will nest again and again if necessary. 

I stumbled across a nest once in a dense clump of saltrnarsh hay bordering a 
parking lot at a well-used boat ramp. The bird instantly melted into the fine
stemmed grass leaving twelve buffy eggs blotched with brown. Though not a 
typical location for a marsh hen nest, it was at the time a successful one. 

A 
study executed in Georgia indicated that marsh hens prefer to nest 

in the medium-height saltrnarsh grass which usually grows a distance 
away frqm high ground and the dendritic creeks. Such a location 
places the nest as far as possible from both aquatic predators such as 

minks and terrestrial predators like raccoons. 
To build its nest, the marsh hen jams dead grass stalks into the soft mud and 

folds in blades from surrounding plants. A few blades pulled together create a 
canopy for the nest. The egg level of the nest is usually about fifteen inches above 
the ground. Exceptionally high tides can inundate nests, completely covering the 
eggs, but these clutches often hatch successfully. 

A normal clutch contains six to fourteen eggs with two broods raised per year. 
&th parents help with the nest building and incubation which takes about two 
weeks. Whereas the young of songbirds nesting in trees must remain confined to 
the nest, marsh hen chicks can leave the predator-vulnerable nest within a few 
hours after hatching. 

The marsh hen's reproductive strategy provides an advantage over that of 
mammals in the rigorous saltrnarsh habitat. Small mammals usually bear young in 
snug burrows, hollow trees or warm, well-constructed nests. Mammals require 
comforting shelter at birth, because generally they come into the world blind, 
nearly hairless and in need of constant food, warmth and attention from their 
parents. The twice-daily flooding of the salt marsh makes it almost impossible for 
a small mammal to raise young in such an environment. 

Marsh hens' eggs, unlike unprotected offspring, can survive inundation by 
occasional high tides. Also, marsh hens are precocial; they can leave the nest 
almost at once. The young of most birds that hatch naked remain helpless in the 
nest for days or weeks afterward and are referred to as altricial. Since precocial 
birds lay eggs with a higher percentage of yoke, their hatchlings are more 
advanced when they emerge. Still, it takes seve~l weeks for marsh hen chicks to 
develop the ability to control their body temperature, and during the first few days 
the downy black chicks must be brooded regularly. Sometimes brood nests are 
constructed for this purpose. 

Although unable to fend for themselves right away, the mobile marsh hen 
chicks can follow their parents to higher ground as the tide rises. Sometimes one 
parent leads the first hatchlings away from the nest while the other parent broods 
the remaining eggs and newly hatched young. After five or six weeks the chicks 
become independent of their parents and at nine or ten weeks are able to fly. 

As the marsh hen family grows, the peeps of the chicks and the low clucks of 
the adults keep the group together as it fans out across the marsh in search of food. 
Adults have been observed catching and dismembering fiddler crabs while the 

At 15 to 19 inches in length, the rust-shouldered king rail 
is the largest of six North American rail species. King rails 
pref er fresh waters but may overlap with the clapper in 
urackish marsh. Barring on this species is much stronger 
than on the clapper. 

Sora rails inhabit our fresh and salt marshes fall through 
spring. Eight to 10 inches in length, these common, 
plump-bodied rails are distinguished by short yellow bills 
and black face masks. 

The clapper rail's thin 14- to 16-inch body and long toes 
enable it to move about easily within thick saltmarsh 
grasses. An olive to urownish-grey body and grey 
shoulders distinguish this species from the king rail. 

While the 9-inch Virginia rail prefers fresh or urackish 
marsh during most of the year, it too may inhabit our salt 
marsh during winter. Smaller body size and contrasting 
grey cheek color readily distinguish this species from 
clapper and king rails. 

Two species not shown, the rare yellow rail ( 4½ inches) 
and the more common black rail (5 inches), are the most 
diminutive of the rail and gallinule family. Yellows may 
inhabit our fresh and salt marshes during winter while 
black rails visit our salt marsh in summer. 

Virginia 
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Clapper Rail, Rallus longirostris 

Description: Top of head is dark grey, face and neck 
light grey. Diagonal white line in front of eye, white 
throat. Back, wings and upper tail olive-grey. Tail 
underside mostly white with grey streaks. Breast light 
brown; flanks and belly grey with vertical white bars. 
Legs and toes flesh-colored. Bill is 2 ½ inches long, 
yellow with a black tip. Length 16 inches, wingspan 21 
inches; male is about the size of a coot, female slightly 
smaller. Vertically compressed body. 

Distribution: Inhabits saltwater marshes from Maine 
south to Texas in eastern United States and is scattered 
along the coast of California. 

Food: Diet is about 96 percent animal matter consisting 
of fiddler crabs, shrimp, crayfish, crabs, small mollusks, 
aquatic insects and small fish. The 4 percent vegetable 
items consist of seeds from pondweed, widgeon grass, 
bulrush, smartweed, salt grass and other marsh plants. 

Fliglw The clapper rail will not fly from the safety of the 
marsh unless forced. It slips through dense vegetation 
where it is far safer. Only during migration does the 
clapper rail fly with speed and endurance. During these 
longer flights legs trail body, reducing air drag and 
helping the tail to serve as a rudder. 

The marsh hen's call is a loud series of about eight notes 
that resembles handclapping to many. Thus, the species' 
common name, clapper rail. 
The common term "hen" is derived from the rail's 
chicken-like size and erect, purposeful gait, head bobbing 
with each stride and tail occasionally twitching. 

Rails are a cosmopolitan group, with more than 130 
species worldwide. 

JO South CaroUna WildUfe 

chicks come running, and in all probability the young eat pretty much the same 

things as their parents. 

Like so many wild species, especially birds, marsh hens have suffered from 

exploitation. In the mid-19th century, eggers laid waste to the nests of clapper 

rails. Audubon calculated that a given twenty-square-mile area concealed 88,000 

nests. A commercial egger could harvest a yield of one hundred dozen eggs a day, 

and up to twenty eggers could comb a marsh simultaneously. 

Eggers and undisciplined hunting no longer constitute the threats they once 

did. The major peril to marsh hens now comes from high-tide floods and a host of 

predators. Adapted to live in a narrow zone of marsh, trapped between "the devil 

and the deep blue sea," clapper rails must contend with mammalian predators 

ranging from rats and skunks to foxes. Chicks and sometimes adults fall prey to 

raccoons, minks, crows and birds of prey, but the tide washes the marsh clean 

twice a day leaving little sign of predation. Like other living organisms, clappers 

also succumb to disease, parasites-and accidents. 

South Carolina's resident marsh hen subspecies is referred to as Wayne's clapper 

rail, named in honor oflocal ornithologist Arthur T. Wayne. Wayne's clapper rail 

is somewhat smaller and darker than the northern clapper rail which winters in 

South Carolina but breeds from North Carolina to Connecticut. Distinguishing 

the two subspecies can be difficult since intermediate forms occur. 

Longevity records on marsh hens are not kept, but several years ago a marsh hen 

was killed by a car on the causeway leading to Folly Beach. The bird had been 

banded six years earlier in New Jersey and probably had made at least five round 

trips up and down the Eastern Seaboard. Most marsh hens harvested by hunters 

probably are first-year birds since they comprise the bulk of the fall population. 

A mess of marsh hen breasts, while somewhat strongly flavored, makes a 

delicious meal provided it's properly prepared. In South Carolina Bird Life, Sprunt 

and Chamberlain commented, "The flesh is excellent on the table but its 

preparation must be well understooo to eliminate a fishy flavor." 

Although marsh hens cling tenaciously to their marsh grass home, they 

nonetheless possess an unpredictable nature. When you least expect it, one is 

likely to step confidently into the open and with no apparent concern cross an 

open mudflat, pausing now and then to probe the mud with its long bill. Marsh 

hens must love the black sulphury-smelling mud of the salt marsh. They spend 

their entire lives with it oozing between their long toes. 

Marsh hens typify the abundant but generally unseen animal life of the salt 

marsh. From a distance the great level sea of grass seems devoid of fauna, but 

animals are there in great numbers, in the mud, in the water, in the grass. Since 

marsh hens occur nowhere else, their very existence is tied to that of the salt 

marsh. If the salt marshes are destroyed or drastically altered, the clapper rail quite 

possibly could go the way of the ivory-billed wooopecker and other species adapted 

to a single unique habitat. 

Other rails, notably the very similar king rail and the smaller Virginia rail, 

already inhabit freshwater marshes. Forced out of the salt marsh, clapper rails 

probably could not compete successfully with the freshwater rails. That South 

Carolina can still boast of such an extensive marsh hen population is testimony to 

the strict protection now given our invaluable salt marshes, which are a great 

natural treasure full of beauty and teeming with life. That marsh life would be 

poorer without the clapper rail and its preference for a life of obscurity. 

As we stand before green bands of spartina rippling beneath a salt-laden wind, 

we can never know for sure where the elusive marsh hen runs. Is that the wind, or 

is it the scurrying marsh hen? Somewhere amid the stalks moves the secretive 

recluse of the marshlands. _,,,,_, 
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NOTE: Because of printing Restaurant Association, 50 to 60 crafts sale, children's rides, okra admission . Place: Orangeburg. 
deadlines, dates are subject to restaurants will feature their eating contest and For more information , contact 
change. Before traveling to an specialties from 10 a. m. to 6 entertainment. Place: Irmo. For Dolly Arends, Route 1, Box 
event, please call first for specific p.m. Live entertainment. more information, contact 4402, O:irdova, SC 29039, 
infarmation. All area codes: 803. Admission fee. Place: Charles Charles Garren, P.O. Box 406, 536-1636 or 534-6695. 

Towne Landing, Charleston. For Irmo, SC 29063, 781-7050. Old Fashioned Days. Arts.and 
SEPTEMBER 19. more information, call Ryan OCTOBER 9-10. crafts show, parade and barbecue 

Harvest Hoe-down Festival. O:indon, 763-4494. Fall Tour of Homes. Tour one sale. Place: Kingstree. For more 
Parade, arts and crafts, OCTOBER 1-19. of the South's most beautifully information, contact Wendell 
entertainment, street dance, Artsarepoppin. Fall art show, preserved towns' 18th- and Voiselle, 606 Fourth Avenue, 
food and children's rides. Place: visual and performing arts 19th-century buildings. To Kingstree, SC 29556, 382-6091. 
Aynor. For more information, including symphony, qui lt commemorate the 200th OCTOBER 22-25. 
contact Judy Ambrose, 347-4251 shows, crafts, clowns, parade anniversary of the United States Hill Skills. Over 2 7 5 craftsmen 
or 358-6888. and more. Place: Lancaster. For O:institution, one day of the present their wares including 
SEPTEMBER 19-20. more information, contact tour will feature buildings woven rugs, wi llow furniture, 

Catfish Festival. Parade, Lancaster O:iunty O:iuncil of the constructed around 1787. Place: wood carvings, stained glass, 
Nashville music, arts and crafts, Arts, 285-7451. Beaufort. For more information, pine cone art, metalwork, gourd 
boat races, children's field events OCTOBER 1-31. contact Mary Patrick, P.O. Box craft and much more. Place: 
and catfish stew. Place: Eleventh Annual Fall House 11, Beaufort, SC 29901, 524- Greenville. For more 
Hardeeville. For more and Garden Candlelight Tours. 6334. information, contact Rachel 
information, contact Leanne Sponsored by the Preservation OCTOBER 9-11. McKaughan, 288-4088, or 
Motes, Box 97, Hardeeville, SC Society of Charleston, seventeen Fall Affair. A weekend of Nancy Jack, 277-4087, Hill 
29927, 784-6036, or Jasper different candlelight walking aerial acrobatics, vintage aircraft, Skills Inc., 62 7 Pelham Road, 
O:iunty Chamber of O:immerce, tours of private houses and a road race, regional crafts and Greenville, SC 29615. 
P.O. Box 1267, Ridgeland, SC gardens in the historic district much more. Place: C hester OCTOBER 24-25. 
29936, 726-8126. rarely seen by the public are O:iunty. For more information, Halloween Hoot. O:istume 

Pioneer Days. Muzzleloader featured. Admission fee. Place: call 385-6800 or 581 -4142. parade, haunted house, carnival 
competition, colonial games, Charleston. For more OCTOBER 10. and more. Place: Charles Towne 
crafts and special demonstrations information, contact Helga Craft Day. Demonstrations Landing. For more information, 
of colonial life style. Place: Kings Vogel, Box 521, Charleston, SC and sales of authentic 18th- and contact Robert Badger, 1500 
Mountain State Park, York. For 29402, 722-4630 or 723-4381. 19th-century crafts displayed in Old Town Road, Charleston, SC 
more information, contact OCTOBER 2-4. the setting of a restored 29407-6099, 556-4450. 
South Carolina State Parks, Autumnfest. Craft upcountry plantation. Admission NOVEMBER 8- 14. 
Programs Section, 1205 demonstrations, music, clowns, fee. Place: Historic Brattonsville. National Fox Hunt Field Trial 
Pendleton Street, O:ilumbia, SC mimes, food and entertainment. For more information, call and Bench Show. Nearly 1,000 
29201, 734-0156 or 222-3209. Place: O:ilumbia. For more 684-2327. hounds and 400 fox hunters 
SEPTEMBER 26-27. information, contact Judith OCTOBER 15-24. from all over the United States 

Carolina Golden Leaf Stringer, O:ilumbia Action S.C. State Fair. Midway rides, are expected to attend this 
Festival. Fireworks, fashion O:iuncil, 1527 Senate agricultural displays, grandstand week-long event. Place: 
show, antique car show, street Street, O:ilumbia, SC 29201, entertainment, food and much Camden. For more information, 
dance, beauty pageant, road 254-0253. more. Place: O:ilumbia. For contact Sheddie Tetterton, P.O. 
race, Tot's Trot, arts and crafts. OCTOBER 3. more information, contact Gary Box 530, Camden, SC 29020, 
Place: Mullins. For more Gopher Hill Festival. Parade, L. Goodman, P.O. Box 393, 432-6063 .. -, 
information, contact G reater music, clogging, turtle race, O:ilumbia, SC 29202, 799-3387. 
Mullins Chamber of O:immerce, tournaments, Lowcountry food, OCTOBER 16-17. To list an event, send infarmation 
P.O. Box 691, Mullins, SC arts and crafts. Place: Ridgeland. Holiday Crafts Fair. Holiday three to f aur months in advance of 
29574, 464-6651. For more information , contact decorations, needlework, publication date to Tricia Way, 
SEPTEMBER 2 7. Daphne Floyd, P.O. Box 1267, handmade quilts, toys, original South Carolina Wildlife, P.O. 

A Taste of Charleston. Ridgeland, SC 29936, 726-8126. art, woodworks, baked items and Box 167, Columbia, SC 29202-
Sponsored by Charleston Okra Strut. Parade, arts and home accessories. Free 0167, 734-3972. 
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CAMDEN'S IRREPRESSIBLE I NATURALIST 

nadequate labels-naturalist, 
lawyer and writer. Just ten 
minutes of conversation with 
Henry Savage Jr. reveal one of the 
Palmetto State's consummate 
conservationists. 

Yet these descriptions were all I knew ofhim_until we settled 
into the warmly lit den overlooking the garden of his native 
Camden home. Savage, 84, flopped one lanky leg acros.s an arm 
of the leather chair where he likes to do his important thinking 
and began to talk about his life. 

Transfixed, I listened. This man isn't just a "naturalist." He 
knows the name of every flower, bush and spider. He's won 
conservation and forestry awards. His efforts contributed to the 
founding of the state Forestry Commis.sion. 

He's not just a lawyer. He is a radical defender of rights who's 
been in practice sixty years, who helped wage a historic battle 
that equalized property taxes and set forestry free. 

He's also more than a writer. Savage is a well-rounded master of 
research who has traveled the country and overseas to write on 
topics from socialism and racism to geography, history and 
botany. 

He told me of a book he was going to write once. "I was going 
to do the deep ends of nature-concepts that you can't 
understand or imagine, like infinity or the migration of birds," he 
said excitedly. "How they navigate, how they remember the 
same spot where they were nesting, how the young are left and 
two months later they take wing and join their parents. How in 
the world do they know where the adults have gone on to? It's 
still unanswerable." 

As he spoke I realized that Savage has maintained a boyish, 
infectious interest in everything. And he's let none of it pas.s 
him by. 

12 South Carolina Wi/Jlife 
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Well into his 80s, Henry Savage has been in l.ove 
with the outdoors since he was a child on the banks 
of the Santee. His contributions in conservation, 
forestry, politics and history have enriched South 
Carolina's natural heritage. 

by Debra-Lynn B. Hook 

In the beginning he wanted to be a museum curator. He was, . 
once, when he was about eight. During those days, young 
Henry's greatest delight was scouting the banks of the Santee, a 
river he later extolled in a highly acclaimed book, and elsewhere 
around the Carolinas, picking up fos.s ils, seashells, arrowheads, 
snakes, insects, birds' eggs and wildflowers. 

He labeled his collection, catalogued his findings and displayed 
them on floor-to-ceiling shelves on the fourth floor of his father's 
plantation home on the Wateree River. He became so fascinated 
with the whole idea that he taught himself taxidermy and began 
mounting fishes and birds for his collection. 

"I had shelves as far as you can see," Savage remembered. "I 
had forty-four different kinds of snakes in alcohol. " 

He would never become a profes.sional museum curator but 
instead took law as his 11.osen profes.sion, graduating from the 
University of Virginia in 1926. Yet that early love of the outdoors 
and its complexities would figure most prominently in his future. 
Nature always fit neatly into whatever tum h is adult life took. 

Two years after pas.sing the bar the young Camdenite was 
looking for something to believe in. Twenty-five~year-old Savage 
had a client named H .G . Lloyd from Philadelphia who owned a 
lot of land in South Carolina, and together they came up with an 
idea. 

"We began thinking it was an outrage that they let woods in 
South Carolina bum every year," said Savage, whose father was a 
large landholder and who was beginning to acquire land himself. 
"Lloyd wanted to keep the woods from burning. He got a group 
of interested people together who said they would guarantee 
support of a forestry association if we started a private one. They 
charged ten to fifteen cents an acre, built the first fire tower in 
Kershaw County and brought in a forester." 

Lawyer Savage handled all the legalities of forming the group 
and was made the first secretary-treasurer; thus began the state 
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Half a century of writing by conservationist Henry Savage has produced an array of critically acclaimed works. 
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forestry association . (A similar movement was taking place in 
Aiken County, so the actual beginnings of the association is in 
friendly dispute.} Savage later became one of the first presidents 
of the association . It is this organization , more than anything 
else, that is believed to have changed the future of forestry, 
supporting plans to emphasize regeneration of idle land and 
cut-over timberlands and freeing up landholders to confidently 
tum their land to forests without worry of fire. 

"It would have been to no avail to plant trees unless they were 
protected from the fires that rage," said Walt Ahearn, a state 
forester and staff director for the South Carolina Forestry 
Commission from 1946 to 1985. ':A.nd Henry did that-protected 
the trees. Why, he was a pioneer in forestry." Cooperation 
between the fledgling South Carolina Forest Service and county 
forestry associations produced the comprehensive agency now 
designated the Forestry Commission . 

In 1933 Savage was married, and his bride shared his fascination 

with the outdoors. On their honeymoon he and Elizabeth 
traveled from Highlands, North Carolina, to New Orleans, 
marveling at the varied wildflowers along the way and stopping 
in the Louisiana Department of Natural History and secondhand 
stores for books to tell them what they'd seen . Some of those 
books, dusty and yellowed, are still shelved in Savage's den, 

behind his leather chair. 
About three years later, the couple "managed to get some land 

along the Wateree River," about 1,200 acres which Savage 
eventually built to 2,500 and still holds. He planted the land in 
wildflowers and built ponds, beginning his first garden, where he 

walked every Sunday for many years. 
In that time, looking for something to occupy him, Savage 

wrote his doomsday book America Goes Socialistic. Despite poor 
sales, the little volume was the catalyst for a long writing career 
that culminated with the publication of six more books. River of 
the Carolinas: The Santee, a historical view of the river published 
in 1956, was his most critically acclaimed book; Seeds of Time 
dealt in 1959 with Southern racism and why it exists; and 
Discovering America 1700 to 1875, one of forty books in the New 
American Nation Series, was published in 1979. The Mysterious 
Carolina Bays, a 1982 book about the unique sand-rimmed 
depressions along the East Coast , capped a fifty-year-long 
fascination with the shallow basins and their communities and 
propounded his "meteoric collision" theory for their origin, a 
theory he still holds despite vigorous disagreement from others. 

The most recent, Andre Michaux and Fran{ois Andre Michaux, 
told of the renowned French father and son , who made 
significant advances in botany in eighteenth-century America. 
This last book, which took the longest to complete, was 
published in April and co-authored by Mrs. Savage, who also 
helped write the others. 

The sixth work was the well-researched wst Heritage, a book 
about wilderness America as seen through the eyes of several 
pre-Audubon naturalists whom he had researched extensively. 
Published in 1970 and urging that man must "feel a oneness with 
nature," it bore a chilling ending, a warning from Savage that man 
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is "burning the candle at both ends," a view he maintains today. 

"That's why conservation is so important. Our population 
keeps growing. What in the world are we going to do for food? 
Crops are less, seas are more polluted, land is wearing out. The 
future is not bright unless we control populations," he said. 

Savage also advocates drastic curtailment of fossil fuel waste 
including the cessation of gasoline use. He visualizes electric, 
solar-powered cars, quiet and non-polluting. "It could be worked 
out, but our government would have to be very much involved," 
he said. He's "ambivalent" about using nuclear energy for power, 
calling it "a lot better than coal" but recognizing the danger. 

ver his years of research and 
writing, the lawyer/businessman/ 
nature lover became more 
respected and sought-after as an 

important cog in protecting and 
understanding South Carolina's 

environment. 
In the early 1950s he was drafted by the state legislature to sit 

on a commission studying water quality, recalled fub Sheheen, 
speaker of the South Carolina House and a member of Savage's 
law firm. Savage was wanted on the board for his well-balanced 
respect for the outdoors and his knowledge of the law, Sheheen 
said. 

For six years Savage served on the state wildlife department's 
Heritage Trust Advisory &:lard. Among other efforts, the 
Heritage Trust program works with a private group, the South 
Carolina Nature Conservancy, to secure properties forever in 
protection against development. Landholders, who must be 
convinced they're doing the right thing when they sell or give 
their land to the state, have learned to trust Savage because of his 
empathy, said Conservancy Director LaBruce Alexander. 

Savage also helped form the Lynches River Soil Conservation 
District for Kershaw, Lee and Sumter counties, one of the first 
such districts in the state. While working with that group in the 
1940s he performed one act in the name of conservation he'd just 

as soon forget. 
Thinking they were doing the gullied piedmont land a favor, 

he and others in the state planted kudzu. While it replenished 
the soil , the green , fast-growing plant also took over trees and 
other plants, choking them to death. Savage said he planted ten 
acres of the stuff and later spent $5,000 trying to get rid of it. 

During intervening years, Savage served as Camden's mayor for 
a decade, founded two banks there, helped woo a job-producing 
DuPont plant to Kershaw County and sat on governing boards of 
organizations such as the Medical University and Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield. He put seven children through school, children who now 
live all over the country and one abroad. 

After his mayoral tenure in the '50s he served as president of 
the South Carolina Municipal Association and prompted efforts 
to change property tax laws in the state. The system of the time 
put timber growers at a disadvantage; properties were taxed 

------- --



Actually a double Carolina bay, the 59-acre Savage Bay Heritage Preserve 
was acquired far protection and named far the Camden attorney in recognition 
of his special interest in the unique natural areas. Pond cypress trees, above, 
grow thick in the two overlapping bays; the larger appears as a wooded flatiron 
shape in the aerial photograph below. 

Savage Bay, which harbars a rare shrub called pondspice, was identified by the 
Heritage Trust program's Carolina bays survey and purchased with the help of 
the Nature Conservancy. 

-------------- -----------

according to the last sale of property in a particular area, and 
growers ended up paying high taxes every year on land that 
wouldn't produce for twenty-five or more years. That made people 
cut timber because they couldn't afford to grow it, said Savage. 

After a twenty-year fight, he and many others won a change in 
tax laws, such that land now is classified, and taxed, according to 
use. "Paper mills wouldn't be here now if it weren't for this," 
Savage pointed out, saying this equalization coupled with the 
forestry association's birth was crucial to the future of woodlands. 

Through the years awards and honors have come. He has two 
honorary doctor of humane letters degrees, one from the state's 
Medical University and the other from the University of South 
Carolina, mostly in recognition of his books. In 1985 he was 
named conservationist of the year by the South Carolina Wildlife 
Federation, and this year he was given the American Forestry 
Association's William B. Greeley Award for "regional leadership 
in forestry." 

Most recently, a Carolina bay northeast of Camden was named 
for him in ceremonies at the State House honoring his 
involvement in preservation of these unique ecological 
communities. 

Today Savage works a few hours each day at the law office but 
will do no more books, since arthritis has crippled his hands so 
that he can't write longhand-the only way, despite the world of 
computer composition, that he will write. 

Life for him and Elizabeth is relatively calm. They occasionally 
attend a convention or meeting, and he spends an hour or so 
each day in his personal garden, pruning and walking about. My 
visit with him ended there, as he fingered the leaves of various 
bushes, crushing them for their scent and reciting the genus and 
history of every plant. · 

"Here's one that John Bartram discovered in 1775 when he 
went to Florida from Philadelphia .... It has beautiful leaves in 
the fall." Moving to another, "Michaux brought this one from 
Nashville, Tennessee ... he was one of those people, you know 
... "He trailed off into a story about the botanist he so highly 
respects, a man who might well have felt the same about him. 

"If you go back to the concept of the 'town intellectual' that 
every Southern town of any size has had over the years, Henry 
Savage would be that person for Camden," affirmed Glen Tucker, 
editor and co-publisher of the Camden Chroru.cle-Independent. 
"He's one of those remarkable people you meet once in a 
lifetime-a person who has such a broad expanse of knowledge 
on such a wide expanse of issues, it's almost mind-boggling. 
People recognize his abilities and along with his intellect, they 
recognize his common sense, his legal judgment and his business 
acumen. And yet he is as down-to-earth as an old boot." 

Savage characterizes himself more modestly. ':,\ lot of things 
have aroused my interest to a great degree more than my 
profession. I'm just a man who's lived a long time and dabbled in 
a lot of things." _ _, 

Debra-Lynn B. Hook is a general news reporter for The State newspaper. 
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Producing quality deer populations depends on continued research, monitoring 

deer herd dynamics, the sportsman's basic knowledge of whitetail biology and support of needed 

changes in management practices. 

by Joe Hamilton 

ln late summer, both the sportsman and the whitetail buck 
begin seasonal preparations that eventually may bring them 
together under the auspices of the hunt. Both, in fact, will 

be hunting. The buck will seek does receptive to breeding; the 
hunter will seek the bucks, generally "trophy" bucks. 

The buck's preparation for mating is a seasonal matter 
controlled by the environment and evolution. The hunter's 
preparation is a traditional search for promising terrain where 
bucks range. Two of the fateful signposts that may unite hunter 

and buck result directly from the rut. Though the rub and the 
scrape are telltale signs that betray a buck's presence, 
understanding the complex behavior that produces scrapes and 
rubs eludes too many hunters. 

The serious hunter with a lifelong interest in conservation and 
wildlife management needs to understand how deer population 
characteristics such as age structure, sex ratio and density relate 
to and affect the quality of hunting. 

During summer, fraternal groups of adult bucks, often five or 
more, gorge themselves. Tremendous nutritional intake is 
normal at this time. Much of the nourishment goes into building 
fat reserves and the velvety antlers of mature bucks. 

Subtle decreases in day length accompanied by decreasing 
temperatures stimulate alterations in bucks' behavior. Changes 
in photoperiod are detected through receptors in a deer's skin. 
Other environmental conditions are monitored by the senses of 
sight, smell and hearing. 

The pituitary gland, the brain's light-sensitive portion, receives 
messages transmitted through the nervous system. Reaction to 
changing photoperiod triggers hormone production that 
programs patterns of physiological and behavioral activity for the 
life-perpetuating mating season. 

Antler development is completed by early September as 
hormone levels rise. Bucks thrash small trees and bushes to strip 
the velvet from their antlers. In less than a day and often within 
minutes, hard antlers glisten in the sun. 

The tolerance that allowed bucks to graze together earlier 
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disappears with the advent of hardened antlers, and fraternal 
groups disband. Bucks affirm their position in the social hierarchy 
through aggressive, threatening body postures with the young 
bucks engaging in light-hearted sparring matches. Actual knock
down drag-out fights are rare but occur later in association with 
the breeding season and involve dominant bucks of comparable 
size and age. 

The weeks of gorging that stored fat and nourished a strong 
rack serve their purpose during courtship. While in "the rut" 
bucks must endure the rigors of a disrupted feeding schedule, and 
their weight can plummet twenty-five percent. Rather than serve 
as weapons of combat, antlers more often provide bucks a method 
ofleaving telltale signs of their intent to mate. 

The rut is the buck's quest for a mate. In making rubs, bucks 
deposit scent from seasonally-active forehead glands located 
between the antlers and the eyes. A patch of coarse, dark hair 
that can be spotted on adult bucks at a distance identifies this 
region of pheromone production. 

The frequency of rubbing peaks soon after velvet removal and 
decreases throughout the rut, although bucks will continue to 
make rubs until antlers are shed in early winter. Rubbed bushes, 
saplings and sometimes trees eight to ten inches in diameter 
provide visual and olfactory tips to other deer that a rutting buck 
is nearby. 

Rubbing is one form of signpost behavior, a means of 
communication among white-tailed deer. Hunters often 
speculate that the diameter of a rubbed tree is some indication of 
a buck's size. To some extent a correlation exists between the 
two, but it is more a reflection of the deer's aggressiveness or 
social rank, not necessarily his antler or body size. 

Studies conducted by Drs. Larry Marchinton and Karl Miller of 
the University of Georgia revealed that a buck makes from 69 to 
538 rubs in a year with an overall average of 300 rubs per buck. 

Forcing antlers against trees and shrubs is strenuous, and 
repeated rubbing possibly explains why a buck's neck enlarges 
during the rut. Repeated rubbing exercises neck muscles, 
producing the same result as a body builder's weight lifting. 





Wary and watchful, a mature whitetail buck ( overleaf) enters the rutting season in prime physical condition, well-fed and ready for the rigors 
of courtship. 
Thrashing and rubbing on small shrubs and branches clear the buck's new antlers of their velvety summer covering. But the rubs on saplings 
and trees that the hunter discovers are more than remnants of this shadow boxing; they are signposts to other deer, depositories of scent from 
the bucks' forehead glands. 
As the frequency of scraping increases, rubbing decreases. Circular bare-ground scrapes made by the bucks become rendezvous where both 
sexes leave pheromone messages of reproductive readiness. Usually bucks mouth small branches above these signposts. 

An~ther signpost is the scrape, a pawed area usually under an 
overhanging tree branch. When scraping, bucks mouth branches 
at antler level, often twisting and breaking small twigs. 
Simultaneously, they paw through ground litter to bare soil and 
then step into the circular depression, stand with back arched 
and urinate onto their tarsal or hock glands. Urine laced with 
pheromones drips into the scrape. 

The scrape is the buck's calling card for an amorous doe and a 
warning to competing bucks. The frequency of scraping is closely 
correlated with breeding and increases dramatically about the 
same time rubbing activity declines. 

People commonly use the terms "rutting season" and "breeding 
season" interchangeably as if they share the same meaning, but 
there is a difference. Rutting season is the period when adult 
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bucks one and a half years old and older are capable of breeding. 
Activities of rutting bucks include rubbing, scraping, and 

changing movement patterns, body posture and vocalizations 
associated with their seasonal breeding condition. 

Breeding season is defined as the span of time between the first 
and last conception dates of does in a particular population. 
Adult does experience elevated hormone levels during early fall 
in response to decreasing day length just as bucks do. Although 
not displaying any differences in physical appearance, does 
become much more active, particularly at night, when they are 
in prime breeding condition. 

As the season of courtship approaches, scrapes become the 
center of attraction, functioning as a meeting place. A doe will 
urinate in a scrape, leaving behind a message that her trail is 



Of signi,ficant interest to the deer hunter is the fact that antler development can improve 

markedly if bucks are allowed to move into older 

age dasses. 

worth following. Pheromones in the urine signal her reproductive 

condition. This scenario, combined with increased activity of 

both sexes, develops into buck-doe chases which are 

characteristic of the breeding season. 

Although a doe in heat or estrus may be sexually attractive to a 

buck, her actual period of receptivity usually lasts twenty-four 

hours or less. Thus, a courting buck may tend an estrous doe for 

several days before breeding is allowed. Most adult does in a given 

region can be expected to come into estrus about the same time 

since they receive equal exposure to environmental conditions, 

especially photoperiod. 

If the adult sex ratio in a deer population is unbalanced (more 

than three does per buck), the short duration of receptivity while 

in estrus combined with the elements of tending time and 

possibly hunter disturbance may force many does to conceive 

later. Such a sequence of events lengthens the breeding season, 

resulting in a less-pronounced peak in breeding activity. 

The adult sex ratio during breeding season appears to be an 

important factor in the biology of deer populations. Mississippi 
State University (MSU) wildlife researchers used a computer 

model to simulate the effects of harvest strategy on white-tailed 
deer reproduction. Delaying buck hunting season a month in the 

fall increased the proportion of does bred on their initial estrus 

from seventy-five to ninety percent. Harvesting antlerless deer 

prior to peak breeding activity and decreasing buck harvest rates 
from eighty to sixty percent also increased the proportion of does 

serviced during their first fall season estrus. 
A cooperative deer research project involving Clemson 

University and the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine 

Resources Department (SCWMRD) was conducted on the 

Alumax property in Berkeley County to evaluate the effects of 

adult sex ratio on the time and length of breeding seasons. 
During this five-year study, the annual harvest of female deer 

exceeded that of bucks. This native deer population exhibited 

the results predicted by the MSU computer model. Mean 

conception dates shifted from 11 November in 1981 to 22 

October in 1985. The range of conceptions decreased from 
ninety-six days in '81 to fifty-three in '85. Body weights improved 

annually in response to a decrease in deer herd density because 

there was less competition for preferred food items. 

Of significant interest to the deer hunter is the fact that antler 

development improved markedly because bucks were allowed to 

move into older age classes. Furthermore, a shift in mean 

conception dates resulted in an earlier fawning season. Fawns 
born by midsummer have a definite advantage over those coming 

later and tend to exhibit better antler development and body 
weights as yearlings. 
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Belligerent postures will usually 
communicate a large buck's 
dominance to smaller rivaLs, 
but competition for a doe may 
result in a battle between bucks 
of similar size and age. Rather 
than charging repeatedly like 
fighting rams, the deer clash 
from close range, then shove 
and maneuver until the weaker 
combatant yields. The pre
eminent buck is then free to 
breed the doe, passing on his 
superior genes to the next 
generation. 
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CJur deer populations probably will not be able to maintain the status qWJ even if existing 

harvest rates of bucks and does continue because of the 

accelerating habitat loss we experience each year. 

The knowledge garnered through researching reproductive 
patterns in white-tai led deer provides wildlife biologists a better 
understanding of past and present deer herd conditions. Perhaps 
more importantly, such information enhances our ability to 
predict future trends and to formulate management guidelines for 
the continued well-being of our state's number one big game 

animal. 
The white-tailed deer is a prolific producer under optimum 

habitat conditions. Populations expanding into unoccupied 
range soon reach density levels that approach the land's carrying 
capacity or ability to support a particular number of healthy 
individuals. When the carrying capacity is exceeded, preferred 
food supplies are quickly depleted, forcing deer to subsist on foods 
with lower nutritional value. Chronic symptoms of 
overpopulation then surface: lower average body weights per age 
class, poorer antler development, decreased fawn production and 
increased occurrence of diseases and parasites. 

Many deer populations in the Southeast exhibit some or all of 
these symptoms. How can this happen if annual harvest rates 
have shown steady increases? 

The answer comes from analyzing components of the harvest. 
The harvest sex ratio displays a definite hunter preference for 
bucks. During the past five hunting seasons in South Carolina, 
seventy to seventy-two percent of reported harvests consisted of 
bucks. Another statistic revealing hunter preference and 

efficiency is the fact that eighty percent of bucks harvested are 
one and a half years old or younger. Among other reasons, a 
stigma appears to persist with respect to harvesting antlerless 
deer. Perhaps this is a holdover from the past when there were 
fewer deer and hunters held the conviction that "if you kill does 
there won't be anything left to produce bucks." 

Growing deer populations and increased hunting pressure have 
had an effect on whitetail reproductive patterns. SCWMRD 
biologists and technicians collected reproductive tracts during 
the 1970s from does brought to selected check stations in the 
Central and Western Piedmont hunt units. Fetuses were removed 
from the reproductive tracts and measured for age determination . 
Backdating the age of a fetus indicated a doe's conception date, 
and compiling conception dates from numerous does delineated 
range and peak of breeding. 

The adult breeding season in South Carolina's piedmont 

region during the early 1970s ranged from late September 
through December, and possibly into January. Peak breeding 
occurred during the last week of October. 

S ince then, deer numbers increased but so did hunting 
pressure, particularly on the buck segment of the population. A 
gradual trend toward a distorted sex ratio and a younger age 
structure in bucks occurred by the late 1970s. The peak of 
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breeding was less pronounced but appeared to have shifted to 
mid-November. Adding several "doe days" to hunting seasons 
during the early 1980s accomplished desired results. In 1986, the 
piedmont's breeding peak occurred during late October and early 
November. Future changes in harvest strategy may be necessary. 

Our deer populations probably wi ll not be able to maintain the 
status quo even if existing harvest rates of bucks and does 

continue because of the accelerating habitat loss we experience 
each year. Eventually, all available habitat will be occupied by 
deer. What then? Will symptoms of overpopulation become 
widespread ? It's difficult to say, but prevention of such a dilemma 
depends on continued research, professional monitoring of deer 
herd dynamics, and most importantly, the sportsman's ability to 
understand and support needed changes in management 
practices. 

While some may be pessimistic about a situation that presently 
is only hypothetical, several factors can ensure that our progeny 
will experience the thrill of pursuing the wily whitetail. 

Land acquisition for wildlife management is a primary goal of 
the state wildlife department. Moreover, wildlife habitat 
improvements on existing lands can enhance productivity. 

The education of the sportsman certainly helps. Within this 
decade, books, magazine and newspaper articles, video tapes, 
and seminars by wildlife biologists have made significant 
contributions to hunter education . Today's hunters are better 
informed about the biology and management of their quarry 
than ever before, and an essential by-product of such education is 
awareness. A progression of awareness to appreciation and 
respect should help attain the desired goals of proper deer 
management. We have already seen how hunter information 
helps deer management practices. 

Producing Quality Whitetails, a book co-authored by Texas 
wildlife biologists Al Brothers and Murphy E. Ray Jr. has had a 
profound impact on the traditional idea of"shoot any antlered 
buck and treat all does like the sacred cows of India." Brothers 
and Ray pioneered efforts to enhance deer quality through 
habitat management and manipulation of deer herd density, age 
structure and sex ratio. 

To see how Texas-style management has been adapted to South 
Carolina deer populations, read "Quality Bucks: Exploding The 

Myths," South Carolina Wildlife, September-October 1984. The 
article pointed out, "In the most liberal sense of the definition, 
quality deer management is the application of selectivity in 
harvesting deer with a goal of maintaining a healthy deer 
population capable of producing better-than-average animals on 
a sustained basis." State wildlife department game biologists 
believe " ... involvement in such a program is the ultimate 

.. 
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A balanced sex ratio in the deer herd is vital if the result of management is to be healthy animals. Rack-heavy bucks and slender, graceful does 
are the ideal end products of careful research, monitoring and a willingness on the part of sportsmen to support the efforts of wildlife 
professionals. 

expression of one's respect for his quarry." 

Unfortunately, misinformation is a factor the hunter must also 

contend with. Glamorous but often misleading articles in 

sporting magazines filled hunters with false hopes during the early 

1980s. "Trophy" buck stories sent a flurry of excitement through 

the deer hunting fraternity. A number of clubs expecting 

overnight success attempted quality deer management programs 

but quickly encountered frustration. As if taking an adequate 
number of antlerless deer weren't difficult enough, having to pass 

up certain categories of bucks was simply too much for some 
hunters to endure. Dissension among club members undermined 

the commitment to quality deer management, and quite often 

traditional hunting methods were reinstated. Only the most 

dedicated clubs persevered to enjoy the fruits of their labors. 

Despite the difficulty of breaking tradition, hunter education is 

making its impact felt, and more clubs are practicing quality deer 

management each year. The sportsmen who believe in the wise 

use of our natural resources are joining an influential faction with 
a dedication toward quality deer herd management._,,,,.., 

Joe Hamilton is Assistant District Wildlife Biologist with the state wildlife 
department. 
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Rattling Up Bucks 

Quality management can now go hand-in-hand with a type of 
deer hunting gaining popularity throughout the Southeast
rattling. For years, hunters have been rattling antlers to "call" 
bucks in south Texas. This particular hunting technique is most 

effective in areas with an even adult sex ratio and numerous 
bucks in the two-and-a-half years and older age classes, thus its 
relationship to quality deer management. 

The interest in antler rattling among South Carolina deer 
hunters was demonstrated this past March at the Palmetto 

Select a suitable location and begin the rattling sequence by thrashing 
a small tree or bush. Antlers may be held in a variety of positions, 
but always give concealment and safe gun handling top priority. 
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Sportsmen's Classic in Columbia. Two seminars on antler rattling 

were attended by nearly six hundred people. A majority of those 
attending indicated they had heard or read about antler rattling 

and planned to try it this hunting season in South Carolina. 
Antler rattling could have a negative impact on deer 

populations already exhibiting disproportionate sex ratios and 
high densities. For this reason , hunters must be informed about 
all aspects of antler rattling, its shortcomings, dangers and 
possible long-term consequences to the resource. 

Rattling definitely is an exciting hunting technique that has a 
place in South Carolina. Areas that have been involved in 
quality deer management probably have enough older bucks to 

make rattling worthwhile. Because older bucks are crafty, this 
hunting technique can become an effective means of harvesting 
when conventional methods fail to produce. 

Before undertaking rattling, all hunters should be aware of the 
need for utmost caution and safety. Antler rattling and spring 
turkey hunting share many similarities. Bucks and gobblers 
exhibit similar responses to "calling." Some approach with 
reckless abandon while older and more experienced animals may 
use all available cover and sneak in cautiously. Others appear to 
disregard calls altogether. 

The buddy system is a safe way to rattle. One person can rattle 
while the other observes from the ground or a nearby tree. Take 
precaution that a distant hunter doesn't mistake you and your 
antler rattling for fighting bucks. Wear international orange and 
refrain from using white antlers. Brown or black shoe polish will 
reduce bleached antlers' visibility and make for safer hunting. 
Alert all fellow hunters of the precise location where you intend 
to rattle, and NEVER rattle on public wildlife management areas 
since you can't be sure of other hunters' proximity. 

Skilled hunters know that rub locations occur in association 
with a buck's travel lanes between feeding and bedding areas, 
whereas scrapes more closely coincide with courtship and 
breeding. Timing is of the utmost importance in rattling. Since 
breeding seasons may vary from region to region, scout an area 
often to detect an increase in scraping frequency. Rattling is most 
effective just prior to, during and immediately after peak breeding 
activity. 

When selecting your firearm, remember that most shots will be 
at close range. An unscoped rifle permits quick handling. If you 

prefer a scoped rifle, low magnification is recommended. 
Archers, as well, will find rattling an enjoyable method for 

hunting. 
Antler rattling, like other hunting techniques, is a privilege 

that can easily be abused. Familiarize yourself with its limitations 
and portray the image of a true sportsman while enjoying the 
atmosphere of deer country. If all the conditions for antler 
rattling prove favorable, you will see more bucks than ever 
before. You may want to take along a camera so you can share 
your experiences with others. Photographing a nice buck at close 
range makes an outstanding "framed" trophy for your wall. 

- JOE HAMILTON 



Straight-away 

The Rattling Sequence 

Finding a suitable location to rattle should be no problem. 

Bucks prefer to rravel habitat edges, old logging roads and along 
streams. Fresh scrapes indicate gcxxl stopping points. Lean or sit 

against a tree large enough to conceal you with several smaller 

trees or bushes around it, and face downwind. Bucks usually 

approach upwind. If you like, use a scent to mask human odor. 
Antlers used for rattling need not be massive. A normal-sized 

eight-point set is sufficient. Remove the brow points to provide a 
better grip and avoid mashing fingers and thumbs during rattling. 

Wearing gloves provides a comfortable degree of protection. Just 
be sure the gloves don't interfere with your ability to handle your 

firearm. If you have trouble finding a set of real antlers, check the 

ads in sporting magazines for synthetic anders or rattling devices. 

Laws prohibit the buying or selling of deer antlers in South 

Carolina. 
Thrash a bush or small tree with the antlers (opposite page). 

Pause a few moments, then gently put the antlers together and 

rattle for fifteen to thirty seconds with a slow grinding motion . 

During this initial rattling phase only, thrash your feet in the 

leaves to simulate a scuffle, but conceal your movements to avoid 

being detected by an incoming buck. 
Hold the antlers in your choice of a variety of positions: two

handed (srraight-away, cross-handed, or away/forward) or one

handed (as at right, standing on one antler base while rattling 

with the other). This last method is preferred by the author for 

concealment and gun handling. C hoose the one that is most 

comfortable for you. 
Wait three to five minutes and rattle again more vigorously. 

Fighting bucks often emit grunting and groaning sounds. 
Before attempting to add these sounds to your repertoire, you 

may first want to gain some experience with the basics of antler 

rattling. 
If a rattling session fails to produce results in fifteen to twenty 

minutes, chances are that additional rattling there will prove 

fruitless, even though hunters with more experience at modifying 

the sequence may remain longer in a location . After a reasonable 

period of no results, quietly move to another location at least a 
quarter of a mile away and repeat the sequence._, One-handed 
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l T PAINS ME, literally, to say that I am prone to injury in 

! the outdoors. 
I 

, I am not talking about the common outdoor injury, like 

falling off a cliff or being attacked by cornered quail. Such 
mundane injuries can happen to anyone. 

No, I mean the more esoteric injuries, the kind that can only 
occur if you happen to be Moe, Shemp or Curly Bill. Take my 
swollen nose, the result of having jabbed a horseweed halfway up my 
right nostril while quail hunting. 

It was not an accident per se. Rather, the horseweed leaped into 
my path with a tiny cry of rage and hurled itself up my unsuspecting 
nose. The ensuing flood of gore was unbelievable. 

My dogs whined and licked at me as I staggered about, cursed and 
sought to stem the crimson tide rolling across my new LL Bean 
shirt. Count Dracula should have abandoned the old bite routine 
and skulked about with a sharpened horseweed hidden behind his 
back looking for big-nosed fellows carrying double-barreled 
shotguns. 

Speaking of being bitten, I once was bitten by a telescoping tent 
pole. Somehow it grabbed the webbing between my forefinger and 
thumb and gnawed it. Much blood. 

It is this kind of mishap that makes my fellow campers look at me 
as though I had just been bonked by a meteorite. I draw storms the 
way roadkills draw buzzards. In a thunderstorm I am a human 
lightning rod. At the first mutter of thunder, my friends scatter like 

flushed quail. 
We owned a sailboat for a while, and three straight times I broke 

extended droughts by going sailing. Each time we were hit by a 
violent windstorm and sheeting rain that drove creeks out of their 
banks. 

To see Clark Gable as Fletcher Christian or Erroll Flynn as Captain 
Blood lashed to the mast and battered by a Force Eight wind may 
look plenty dramatic, but in reality it's about as much fun as Miss 
America with a fresh case of zits. 

The first time, we were asleep in a tent on shore. Confident in my 
anchoring system ( which resembled a web spun by a spider whacked 
out on speed) , I rolled over as the howling wind shook the tent like a 
dog shakes a bone. Next morning we found the boat so tightly 
wedged in the mud of the shallows it took a dozen strong men to 

push it free. 
Not being big and strong, I stood on the bank and supervised. I'll 

never forget the look of appreciation those stout fellows gave me for 
such astute supervision. At least I think it was appreciation. 

The second time, I invited a friend and his wife for a day-sail. 
Clear blue sky and light winds prevailed long enough for us to get so 
far from the landing we couldn't return before the storm hit. My 
anchor dragged again, and I stood in the raging storm trying to hold 
my boat off the jagged rocks while my guests peered through the tiny 
cabin window at me. 

The third time, we were sleeping on board when the storm hit at 
two a. m. Lightning arced around the sky as if searching for my mast, 
which wiggled in the howling wind like an inviting finger. "Here, 
right over here! Naah, naah, nana naah! Betcha can't hit me!" 

In terror, we swam ashore, set up a makeshift shelter in a drenching 
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OUTDOOR 
GORE 
by Joel M. Vance 

Vicious canoes, lightning 
blasts, frenzied dogs in the 
heat of a fight - if there is 
an accident waiting to 
happen, it will find my 
stalwart crew. 

~ 
~ 
i 
~ 

~ 
~ 
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rain, arid spent the night huddled together, listening to cracking 
sounds which were either huge trees toppling toward us or my boat 
breaking up on the rocks. 

We sold what remained of the boat shortly thereafter, and I bought 
a new canoe that squatted malevolently atop the car until I got it 
home. As I moved to unload it, this vicious craft managed to run its 
bow aground on my head, opening an inch-long gash that went 
right into my cranial cavity. Nothing leaked out, an ominous sign, 
according to my wife. 

t URT, PAIN AND ANGUISH ... that's me in the ilil 
.. 

fl 5: outdoors. They don't make first aid kits big enough for 
~- me to pack along. I need a Mobile Army Surgical 

Hospital just to take out the garbage. 
My head would drive a phrenologist nuts. It has more 

bumps on it than forty miles of bad road. Each tells the story of a 
meeting with an unyielding object. I mentioned the new canoe, but 
I've also been assaulted by nearly every other piece of outdoor sports 
equipment I own except my sleeping bag. And that's just a matter of 
time. 

My gun butt got in the act on a woodcock hunt. So thick was the 
tangle, it was almost impossible to swing on rising birds. But I tried. 
Bringing the gun up smartly as a bird flushed , the barrel caught on a 
sprout; the butt continued up and lashed me across the temple. I felt 
as ifl'd been fungoed by the legendary Babe Ruth himself. 

Once I was quail hunting with four other fellows and three bird 
dogs, one of which was mine. We came upon a crippled deer and, 
since it was deer season, the one among us with a permit decided to 
dispatch the injured animal and tag it. 

He hiked a couple of miles to his car, got his deer rifle, returned 
and finished the deer. We all participated in the field dressing 
procedure which is remarkably like cleaning a quail, only instead of 
an ounce or so of what my maiden aunt delicately called "inwards," 
there are thirty to forty pounds. 

The steaming debris brought out the wolf that lurks within even 
the most civilized Brittany. A terrible fight ensued, and I grabbed my 
dog's collar and pulled him away, slipping and slithering in the awful 
mess. 

When calm returned, I looked like the victim of an ax murder and 
discovered I had twisted the dog's collar, cutting off his air to near
unconsciousness. As he recovered his wind, he eyed me warily as 
have so many others who've witnessed the work of the gremlins on 
my shoulder, whispering and chuckling evilly. 

But, as accident-prone as I am, it's nothing compared to the 
dismal track record of the most self-destructive human I've ever 
known. Once while looking at a nicely constructed fellow 
pedestrian of the lady persuasion, Jim walked into a parking meter, 
cracking three ribs. 

He made a lunging dive in a softball game for a low line drive, 
stepped on his thumb and broke it. 

Need more? He shot himself with a bow and arrow, a neat trick, 
seldom if ever duplicated. It seems the arrow was cracked and when 
he released it, the broken shaft neatly drilled through the space 
between his first and second knuckles. 

But the crowning achievement, if it can be called that, was when 
he shot himself between the eyes with a pistol pointed in the 
opposite direction . 

He took a malfunctioning muzzle-loading pistol to a gunsmith 
friend for repair. The friend tinkered with it, loaded a light charge 
and fired it successfully into a basement bullet trap. Neither of them 
noticed that the deflection plate had been displaced so that instead 
of being trapped, the bullet would bounce back at the shooter. 

While the smith puttered at his bench , Jim reloaded the pistol and 
fired. "Boom! Plink! Thunk!" The "thunk" was the ball whopping 

him between the eyes. Fortunately all it did was break the skin and 
give him a thundering headache, but when he came to his senses, 
he saw the smith peering at him with the same look my dog gave me 
over the deer innards. 

Jay Kaffka, a longtime friend from Arkansas, is prone to the 
unusual accident as well. In fac t, Jay may be even more lethal with 
cutlery than I. Once we were in turkey camp in the middle of the 
woods. Jay, an inveterate and talented camp cook, was busy 
dissecting vegetables fo r camp stew with a filer knife. 

Pestered by a yellow jacket, he took a swipe at it with his hat . .. 
and somehow ran the knife through his bicep. Fortunately, it slid in 
and out scarcely leaving a mark. 

But Jay wisely decided he should see a doctor and drove about forty 
miles to have the wound treated. The doctor looked suspiciously at 
Jay. "You sure y'all are gettin' along all right out there?" he asked. 

Jay returned to camp, his arm in a sling. "Yesterday I could raise my 
arm clear over my head," he said, demonstrating. "Today I can only 
get 'er up to here," he said, lowering his arm halfway. '?\nybody want 
some stew?" 

IT'S A C OMFORTING THOUGHT: I am not on the 
"' leading edge of creative outdoor injury by myself. All I have 

to do for alleviation (aside from retiring to a rubber room) is 
to look around, and there, shambling along behind me, are 
a number of my friends, contused and bleeding from self

inflicted wounds. 
My misfit platoon-Jim and Jay and Spence who was train ing for a 

hunting trip by jogging when he somehow fell off the sidewalk and 
sprained his ankle. We sit around the campfire, groaning and healing 
and telling horror stories. 

Other hunter groups talk about how big a bird they killed. We talk 
about how big a contusion we got when the tame gobbler we were 
teasing charged us and we ran into the electric fence and, 
rebounding with a howl of agony, fell over the Brittany and landed 
on the setter who was busy eating our lunch and who, startled, 
turned and bit us on the thigh. 

That's what we talk about. 
So hunker down here by the fire. (Watch my sprained ankle and 

get your foot out of the coals- that's my trick.) We'll share a cup of 
gall and wormwood and talk over old insurance claims._,,,,,., 

Joel M. Vance is a staff writer for the Missouri Conservationist and a free lance 
magazine writer. His books include G randma and the Buck Deer and 
Confessions of an O utdoor Maladroit. 
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by Tam Poland 
photography by Robert Clark 

OcroBER, the month of the 

hunter's moon, is a time of change, one last gasp of life 

before winter's onset. At summer's dying end, October 

finally does what September's autumnal equinox is 

supposed to do: usher in fall. Cool, northern winds make 

headway into a land on the verge of dramatic change. 

From Sassafras Mountain to the barrier islands, a 

transformation sweeps across Palmetto vistas. Cornfields 

rustle, the air clears. With a heretofore unseen icy 

twinkle, stars burst out of the chill predawn darkness. 

The full October moon beckons hunter and dog. 

Time-honored traditions unite man and wildlife in 

seasonal pageantry. Pointers, setters or hounds 

accompany men across pine-strewn fields of broomstraw, 

along the edge of farmers' fields and through great 

bottomlands. 
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THE ORN S of seasonal change festoon the land ... 

the jeweled symmetry of a dawn spider web ... swirling morning mists, smoke signals heralding changes in ground air 

temperature. Soon, the entire air column will be 

chilled, and great patches of frost will bring a 

pearly sheen to the land. Stirred by the restless spirit of 

autumn, a line of geese pencils a migrant message 

against a distant deep blue sky. 

Domes of frigid air will soon descend upon the land. 

With the autumnal equinox, light falls obliquely, and 

warmth yields to the encroaching cold. Still, October 

sunlight, particularly morning light, imparts a peculiar 

glow to life ... a quality of illumination we sometimes 

see in spring. Now, however, the days grow shorter. 

While it lingers, autumn sun is the crowning 

perfection of the day, and it calls for an excuse to be 

outside. 

Walk out into the crisp, clean air. Look up to the 

----------



deep azure sky. Scan the haze-free horizon. Take note of 

the land. You are standing on the edge of a season. 

Fall color comes quietly, like fog in the night. It inches 

from leaf to leaf ... then leaps from tree to tree until the 

countryside is resplendent with October brilliance. 

A breath-taking autumnal palette splatters the land. 

Muscadine vines trail purple. Pumpkins, symbol of the 

season, radiate orange. Fading green fields sprout wheat

colored mounds of hay. 

Atop a ridge across the valley, the rising sun torches 

the tops of maples, and a bonfire of color erupts. 

Regiments of deciduous trees besieged by the advancing 

season flutter their multicolored banners upon hillsides 

and across the pleats and folds of the land, but there is 

no quarter. The leaves will soon die. Pick up a leaf cast 

adrift by the wind, and hold the essence of October in 

your hand. 

This is the time when frosts close out another season 

of growth. For the gardener, it is finally time for the hoe 

to gamer dust. 





LIFE BEGINSanewfor 
vagabond plants whose seeds float upon wings of silken 

floss. An October morning glistens when wind-

borne seeds drift across autumn's eddies. These itinerant 

opportunists surely will find a new place to make the 

earth green again come spring. 

Other seeds will sustain wild animals through wintry 

nights and days. A harvest of mast rains upon the land, 

and deer, squirrels and wood ducks fatten for the 

impending winter. 

It is the season's grand finale. Soon, frost and wind 

will condemn forest leaves to memory ... multicolored 

carpets will wither, fade to brown and tum to mulch. 

Stripped naked, bare limbs will wave in supplication to 

slate-grey skies. October will pass too soon. 

The calendar flips over to November, and winter 

breathes down the neck of the land with the promise of 

yet another seasonal change, a change that only the 

evergreen pines and cedars seem not to notice. 

It is our great fortune to live in a temperate region 

with favorable latitudes. Winter, spring, summer and 

fall lay down a beautiful rhythm for the measured beats 

of life, and the refrain of October mornings will play 

again across our noble land. _ _, 
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Color for Survival 
In many ways, the animal world PJsseS5eS visual 
abilities vastly different from those of man. 
Animals take advantage of color and vision to find 
food, avoid predators and perpetuate their species. 

by Pete Laurie 

SOME YEARS AGO, a friend described a wildflower to me, saying, 

"It was sort oflight blue, just about the color of my car." I looked out 

the window at his 1969 Pinto. "Your car is white," I responded. After 

a heated argument we carried a sheet of white paper out to the 

parking lot and held it against the front fender. Only then could I 

detect a certain blueness to the paint. I finally realized what I long 

had suspected: I, like many men and some women, am partially 

colorblind. 

Though we often assume that all living creatures perceive the 

world around them just the way we do, the facts are otherwise. The 

ability to see colors varies widely among species. Many nocturnal 

animals are almost completely colorblind while some insects and 

birds possess color vision exceeding that of humans. But if each sees 

the world differently, then what constitutes reality? Philosophy 

aside, certainly much work remains to be done on color vision in 

other animals, and it is all the more difficult because researchers 

cannot help but bring their own human perceptions of color to the 

task. 
From very short wave length X rays to extremely long wave length 

radio waves, a great variety of energy strikes the earth continuously. 

The majority, eighty-three percent, of this energy has a wave length 

between 345 nanometers and 725 nanometers. (A nanometer is a 

billionth of a meter.) We call wave energy in this range "visible" 

light. It is visible because animals, including man, have evolved 

"vision" to detect wave energy within this narrow band. 

The shortest of these waves produces blue colors, the longest red, 

with the rest of the color spectrum in between. Light waves shorter 

than what humans are able to detect we call ultraviolet. Those 

longer than we can perceive are referred to as infrared. Humans with 

the best color vision can distinguish as many as 150 different hues, 

with the most precise color vision in the green-yellow range of the 

spectrum, perhaps a reflection on the forest habitat of our distant 

ancestors. Other animals have their most precise color vision in 

different ranges of the spectrum, usually based on some aspect of 

their life history. 

The camera-like eyes of vertebrate animals focus light waves onto 
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Overleaf, electronic flash photography has captured this great horned owl's nictitating membrane, blinking too fas t for human eyesight to detect. 
Birds' eyes are not as moist as those of mammals, and the "third eyelid" keeps the owl's cornea wet. Owls probably see little if any color since their 
eyes possess far more rods ( about ninety percent) than cones. The owl's ability to discern complex shades of grey is a distinct advantage for a nocturnal 
creature. 

The elliptical pupil of the canebrake rattler is a dead giveaway that it is a venomous snake. It belongs to the family of pit vipers, so-called because of 
the pit located between the eye and nostril. T he pit detects infrared rays emanating from heat, so the snake can strike unseen prey. Though 
researchers believe that reptiles such as turtles and lizards see color, they theorize that snakes do not. 

the retina which is blanketed with two types of receptors, called rods 

and cones because of their shape. Cones sense color. Animals with a 

high ratio of cones to rods invariably have good color vision . 

Animals with the best color vision have three types of cones, each 

sensitive to a different segment of the spectrum. 

Rods can detect very low levels of light but contribute little to 

color vision. The eyes of nocturnal animals generally contain many 

more rods than cones, providing poor color vision . At night, the 

detection of color is not as important as merely finding one's way 

around. 

In the human eye, the cones ( which dominate) are clustered in 

the center of the retina, with the rods on the periphery. Therefore, 

you can see something better at night by looking slightly to one side 

of it, not directly at it. At nigh t wave energy is so low cones cease to 

function , and we see no colors. 

Insects have compound eyes. These many-faceted organs, fixed in 

focus and stationary, provide many separate images which the 

insect's brain probably can merge into a sharp if somewhat 

nearsighted view of the world. Certainly most insects see color well. 

36 Sowh Carolina Wildlife 

Bees and butterflies, many of which feed on the nectar of flowers, 

may have the best color vision of any animals. 

In fact, the rise of the flowering plants paralleled the rise of the 

insects. Early insects, somewhat similar to modem dragonflies, 

could not fold their wings and were unable to pollinate most flowers. 

When more advanced insects , specifically bees and butterflies, 

developed the ability to fold their wings, they were able to enter 

flowers to feed on the plant's nectar and, in tum, pollinate the 

flowers. Flowers evolved colors that insects could see well, and 

insects evolved color vision to find the flowers. This mutual 

existence has been so successful that flowering plants and insects 

now dominate the world's flora and fauna. 

Even though our eyes function differently from those of butterflies 

and bees, their color vision is similar to our own, and we too are 

attracted to flowers. Bees, however, have color vision shifted to the 

blue end of the spectrum. They see more shades of blue (where we 

would see white), but they cannot detect red. Most red flowers 

pollinated by bees also reflect ultraviolet light. To the bees these 

flowers are blue. 



M ANY REPTILES AND amphibians'"""'' ro m~ 
color vision, especially diurnal creatures such as frogs, turtles, lizards 

and many snakes. Toads, some snakes, and other nocturnal members 
of this group probably have only limited color vision. The pit vipers 

(locally, rattlesnakes, water moccasins and copperheads) have the 
unusual ability to detect invisible infrared wave energy in the form of 
heat. Pits between the mouth and eyes of these snakes are very 
sensitive to heat given off by warm-blooded small mammals which 
make up the majority of their diet. 

Using these heat-sensitive pits in conjunction with their somewhat 

limited conventional vision, the pit vipers can pinpoint the location 
of their prey and can distinguish, for example, between a mouse 
(warm-blooded) and a frog (cold-blooded). Even blindfolded, 
rattlesnakes can strike a small heat-producing object with deadly 

accuracy. Pit vipers typically hunt at night when small rodents are 
most active and visual wave energy is low. 

Vision is probably best-developed in the birds, so many of which 
live in the open where good vision is vital to finding food and 

avoiding predators. Owls and other nocturnal birds probably have 
~ limited color vision, but diurnal birds have good color vision, as 
§ might be guessed from the brilliant plumage of so many species. 

Some birds have colored oil droplets in their eyes to filter certain 
colors from the light that reaches their retinas. Photographers use a 
red filter over the camera lens to highlight white objects such as 

clouds against a bright sky. The eyes of gulls, terns and other birds 
that inhabit open, brightly lit environments contain red oil droplets. 
By filtering out the red portion of the spectrum, gulls and terns are 
better able to see other white birds from a distance. These birds 
locate schools of fish and other sources of food by watching other 
birds of the same or similar species. 

Swifts and swallows, on the other hand, have clear oil droplets in 

their eyes to better see flying insects as dark silhouettes against the 
bright sky. One possible reason many species of swallows nest near 
lakes and rivers may be that small insects are easier to see when 
silhouetted just above the shimmering surface of the water. 

Many birds see colors best at the red end of the spectrum, so 
flowering plants that depend on hummingbirds for pollination 
usually produce red flowers. Plants that rely on birds and other 
animals for seed distribution often wrap the seeds in fruit to entice 
animals to ingest them. These fruits are often red to ensure that birds 
will find them. Apples, cherries, pyracantha and many other fruit
bearing plants use this strategy. Birds also probably see black or very 
dark blue well since many berries (blackberries, smilax and 
blueberries) are dark blue or black, to stand out against the green 
foliage. 

The earliest mammals probably were nocturnal to avoid the larger, 
diurnal reptilian predators. Today, many mammals are nocturnal or 

crepuscular (active at dawn and dusk), and most of these species 
have poor color vision. 

Note the protruding cornea of the largemouth bass's eye. The anatomy 
of a fish's eye permits it to receive five times more light than human 
eyes. Such light reception allows it to distinguish movement, shape, size 
and patterns undetected by human eyesight. Though the bass does not 
possess an eyelid that limits light intemity, a black pigment shades the 
photosemitive cells of the retina. Tests reveal that bass enjoy excellent 
color vision and rely heavily on sight when feeding. 

The multi-faceted compound eye of the mosquito provides a montage of 
images that in all likelihood is "brought into register" by the brain thus 
creating a sharp view of whatever is close by. It is believed that most 
imects see color, probably one reason for so many flowers having 
evolved their showy displays of color. 
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The cryptic colors and pattern of the American bittern's plumage allow it to blend into its marshy environment, aiding in concealment whether 
hunting or being hunted. Little is known about its eyesight, however. Easily stressed, this species does not fare well in captivity where vision research 
could be conducted. Like other birds that prey on fish, the bittern's retina probably possesses droplets of oil that filter out glare enabling it to see 
clearly through the depths. 

Most mammals see the world in shades of blue and yellow but are 

colorblind to either red or green. Once while on a deer hunt I was 

moving between stands and paused motionless atop a prominent 

rock on an open wooded hillside. I stood in plain view and wore a 

bright red jacket. Seven does suddenly appeared and approached 

within fifty yards. Picking up my scent, they twitched their tails and 

stamped their feet for several minutes before melting back into the 

trees. I do not think they ever saw me, although I would have been 

obvious to all but the most myopic or colorblind human. Thus, 

Wildlife Management Area regulations requiring that all deer 

hunters wear blaze orange while on these lands protect the hunter 

without hindering pursuit of deer. 

Cats once were thought to be completely colorblind, but more 

38 South Carolina Wikllife 

recent studies suggest that they see colors as a red-green colorblind 

person does. Cat vision is best in low light since they have few cone 

cells, and rods do not function well in bright sunlight. Dogs also are 

probably red-green colorblind, with their best color vision in the 

blue range. Certainly these familiar pets don't view the world as do 

their owners. 

BECAUSE WATER IS much more dense than air, light behaves 

differently in water. The denser medium filters out all ultraviolet and 

infrared light at a depth of less than fifty feet. Red light can penetrate 

only to about eighty feet. Even in the clearest of water no light at all 

penetrates below about three thousand feet. In addition, water 

molecules scatter light, reducing contrast. 
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In spite of all these complications most fish rely more heavily on 

vision than any other sense, and some fish see colors quite well. 

Freshwater fish have color vision shifted to the red end of the 

spectrum; saltwater fish have better color vision at the blue end. 

Sharks, which feed mostly at night, are all but colorblind. 

Most freshwater fishes easily detect red. The background color of 

fresh water often is green. Therefore, the red coloration many 

freshwater fish display during the breeding season helps mates locate 

them. By contrast, saltwater fish that live close to the ocean surface 

may have some yellow coloration to stand out against the blue 

background. 

Fishermen, of course, are very interested in what colors are most 

attractive to fish , and the average tackle box is crammed with lures 

of every color combination imaginable. Recent studies of 

largemouth bass have shown their color sensitivity varies greatly 

with the clarity of the water, time of day and sky condition. Some 

bass fishermen now use special light meters to determine what color 

lure will receive the most strikes under existing water and sky 

conditions. 

FOR A SPECIES to be successful, genes must be passed on to the 

next generation . To do this animals must avoid predators long enough 

to reach sexual maturity and locate suitable mates. As predators 

evolved color vision , prey species were forced to evolve color patterns 

that camouflaged them from predators, patterns referred to as 

cryptic. 

An animal benefits from being cryptic to predators but suffers if the 

same pattern makes it equally difficult to distinguish by a potential 

mate. Solutions to this dilemma vary, but most hinge on differences 

in visual acuity and color vision between predators and prey. 

Bright markings of a color predators cannot see, or too small to 

discern, protect the prey but allow intraspecific interactions as long 

as the markings are visible to other animals of the same species. 

Vertical striping is a common cryptic pattern for arthropods, frogs, 

birds and fish that live in grassy habitats. These animals often 

develop a behavior of resting with their stripes in line with the grass. 

The American bittern when disturbed freezes with its head pointed 

straight up, becoming almost invisible in the tall plants of its 

freshwater marsh habitat. 

The stripes on zebras make them absurdly obvious on the open , 

sunny plains they inhabit. But zebras have good vision to detect 

approaching predators and the speed to outrun most of them. At 

night though, running becomes risky. One false step could mean a 

broken leg and certain capture by predators. H owever, the black and 

white stripes so obvious in daylight render zebras almost invisible at 

night. In other words, patterns need not be cryptic except at times 

when predation is most intense or when other means of escape are 

not available. Fish that live on coral reefs, for example, can survive 

being brightly colored because most reef predators are nocturnal. 

S OME NIGHT-FLYING mocha have developed patterns chat 
make them cryptic while at rest during the day. In some cases, the 

moth must find a certain species of tree and then align itself properly 

with the grain of the bark. Day-flying butterflies often have highly 

contrasted patterns which make them more difficult to detect in the 

mottled sunlight of their forest habitats. Butterflies of open areas, 

such as the cloudless sulphur, are more likely to be a solid bright color 

which blends best into the uniform strong light of open fields. Many 

butterflies are much more active when the sun is shining, in part 

because they are most cryptic in full light. 

Male songbirds use their bright plumage to help establish breeding 

territories. Studies with red-winged blackbirds demonstrated 'that if 

one of a male's red epaulets were masked it could defend only a very 

small territory; if both epaulets were covered a bird was unable to 

defend any territory at all. 

With red-winged blackbirds and many other species of songbirds 

the females do not become involved in territorial defense and have 

no need to be brightly colored. Female songbirds often are cryptically 

patterned to avoid predators while incubating the eggs. Some male 

songbirds assume much drabber plumage in the fall, and red-winged 

blackbirds can all but completely hide their brilliant wing patches 

when the breeding season ends. 

An animal's cryptic coloration may be specifically designed to aid 

it while fleeing or freezing to avoid a predator. The coral snake, 

which escapes predators by moving rapidly, has alternate bands of 

red, black and yellow which are obvious when the snake is 

motionless but blend to brown matching the leaf litter when the 

snake moves quickly. In contrast, copperheads freeze when 

confronted with danger, so their coloration is cryptic when at rest. 

A snake that attempts to slowly slip away from a predator may have 

longitudinal stripes which make the snake appear motionless while 

actually moving. The common yellow rat snake uses this technique 

to confuse predators. 

Some fish species like the wrasses are patterned to be cryptic while 

swimming horizontally. During courtship the fish goes through 

elaborate vertical motions to be highly visible in front of a 

prospective mate. 

Although many animals' color patterns may seem brilliant and 

conspicuous to human vision, all patterns should be regarded as 

cryptic until proven otherwise. 

The vast number of different color patterns that exist in the 

natural world attest to the complexity of vision and to the constant 

conflict between the need to be seen by certain species at certain 

times and the desire to hide at others. Chances are good that long 

years of evolution have contributed to those patterns and ultimately 

to the success of the species that bear them. 

The more we learn about color vision in other species the better 

we can understand animal behavior and the more we can appreciate 

this world of living colors that surrounds us. _ _, 
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SURF FISHERMA 
BY BILL SIG MON JR. 

PHO TOGRAPH Y BY PHILLIP JONES 

old and silver at the same time ... hard to believe , 

but it's there if you happen to push your creek boat into 

the estuary at just the right moment of dawn. You can see the gold ball rising over 

low dunes, and right below it, in contrast and yet together, the silver ribbon of water 

snaking through the marsh grass. Makes you glad to be alive. 

Off to starboard, a porpoise splashes after finger mullet and creek shrimp, almost up 

to the cut through the spartina. The porpoise is a curious creature with a built-in 

smile-if you cut the motor and listen , you can hear it blow, and breathe. If you're 

quiet, it may come close to the boat to see what you're doing. 

Past the hulking shoulders of oyster banks, past the waterlogged timbers of a long

forgotten dock , we come upon the inlet, our anticipation mounting at this early hour. 

Squinting now ... are the birds on the sand bar, and if so, how many? Then , look how 

many! 

Our boat eases up to the bar now, and the pelicans take to the golden eastern sky, 

heading for the blue up top. Tilt the motor, 

load the strong-smelling cut pieces of 

mullet into your carpenter's apron -rods in 

spikes, rigs ready-decide on weight of 

sinker, size of hook. Test the wind (now 

freshening, ruffling the water, silver turning to 

diamonds), breathe deeply ... begin to 

restore the soul. 

Thank you, Lord, for this beautiful morning, 

and for letting me be here. 

'S SONG 
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mall broken shells crunch beneath bare feet as we move toward the breakers, 

as far out as you can go on the bar ... incoming tide, high in about an hour. Bait up; first 

cast , lead pyramid flashes in the sun , soft "ploosh" as bait hits just past the first row of 

breakers, this side of the second set, in the slough ... perfect. 

Out a ways, a trawler rolls in gentle swells, with outriggers swinging like a 

metronome in harmony with the sea. Birds not far behind look for an easy breakfast. 

Wonder what time the shrimper got up .... 
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Now the wait, watch ing rod tips, considering 

their small quivers of motion-wave or fish ? 

Tuning up, getting ready, the adrenaline 

is pumping, but the action doesn't 

come. Walk it off, up the beach to tell a joke. 

Furtive glances back to your rods. 

"Fish always hit when you're doing something 

else." Everybody agrees with this truism but 

reacts as if it were the first time they'd heard 

the old revelation . 

A rod rattles then jerks in its spike in the 

sand. Strike! By now you're running, 

through the shallows, like a sprinter, 

full out. 

Jerk the rod out, set the hook, keep rod up

reel, not too fast - bring him in. Slack 



J:;, 

~ 
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line ... is he still on ? Yes! Bring him home ... running out again. Drag set right? Roel 

tip up- reel-side to side now-flashing in the curl ofa breaker .... Shark? ... blue? 

... spot-tail! Bring him home! Fish and grits tonight! 

eing on the sand bar this morning, that's the main thing. The surf 

fisherman- reflective ... patient ... appreciative ... at peace. 

The fish always is a bonus-serendipity, as they used to say. What really matters is 

the feast for the senses: the tip-toe grace of the inlet's snowy egret , the surprise splash 

of the mullet, the pungent odor of ten million organisms at low tide, the majesty ,in 

flight of the great blue heron, the derisive laughter of the marsh hen, the comforting 

timeless surge of surf, and the kaleidoscope glory of the sunlit salt marsh and sea. This 

is real nourishment for those lonely sentinels of the bar, wimesses to gold and silver

the fishers of the surf. _,,,., 

Bill Sigmon Jr. is a Myrtle Beach resident whose family has lived in the state for forty years. This is his first 
article for South Carolina Wildlife. 
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PRESERVING YOUR 

HOMESTEAD HABITAT 
Thousands of city dwellers each year abandon urban concrete and congestion for die country. 
In dieir zeal to get back to nature, diey often lose die rustic features of land and wildlife that planning and 
patience can preserve. 

by Mike Creel 

n eople are moving beyond the suburbs, settling on two- to ten-acre 

1-p~ots in places formerly farm or forest. No longer satisfied with urban 

sprawl, they welcome clean air, spacious greenery and the 

opportunity to get back to nature. 

But most fugitives from the city enter a totally unfamiliar 

environment where the rules of nature, not man, apply more 

directly than in town. When those rules are broken some of a site's 

original character and appeal, as well as vital wildlife habitat, may be 

lost or at least dealt a lengthy setback. It's important, then, that 

people escaping the city minimize the negative impact of their flight 
to new terrain. 

The time to practice environmental conservation on that prime 
piece of country acreage is in the beginning. Look for wild plant 

species that can be incorporated into the landscape to great 
advantage. Such plants are natural gems that money cannot buy. 

With a little care and patience the natural features which first 

attracted you can be preserved or even enhanced. 

"Give it a season and see" is certainly the best advice any new or 

prospective rural homesteader can get. Before making drastic 

changes, watch your land and the life upon it through winter, 
spring, summer and fall. Keep a mental or written record of natural 

events: summer tanagers nesting in the sparkleberry thicket, the 

fuchsia blooms of a redbud tree, the first spring azure butterfly, a 

black-masked fox squirrel climbing to its huge nest in a tall longleaf 

pine, birdsfoot violets making an Easter display and spring's first 

fiddles from a sleeping clump of fems. 

Conduct a nature inventory and look for changes in soil, slope, 

moisture and vegetation. Seek out special habitats around exposed 

rocks, bluffs, bogs with sphagnum moss, seepage slopes and spring 

heads. Be careful not to destroy what you seek. During the pre

construction period take special care to prevent tree damage caused 
by the scarring of trunks and exposure or burial of roots. 

The temptation to build a pond in any and every spot that holds a 

little water can be dangerous. A lot of diverse bottomland and the 

plants and animals that live there have been replaced with farm 

ponds, often marginal ones. Small sites that are particularly wet, 

dry, rocky or sandy will often harbor uncommon plant species. 

When you convert a natural system such as a sandhills bog full of 

white cedars, pitcher plants and blueberries into an unnatural 

system like a dammed pond with a spillway, you are ending not only 

The "do-it-yourself landscaper" who levels his yards, axes trees and 
clears away ground vegetation robs himself of rewards already established 
by nature: the rich humus provided by leaf litter, the cool shade of trees 
and the seasonal beauty of native plants like the mountain flame azalea 
above. Attractive low-maintenance areas enhance a homesite' s beauty 
without creating a lot of yard work. 

the life of a natural community but also other communities 
downstream. And you are creating an artificial community with a 

shorter life span which must be maintained at your expense. 

By consulting professionals in soils, forestry and wildlife, a plan 

can be developed to make a new homestead attractive with as little 

impact as possible on land, waterways, plants and critters. You can 

do much for wildlife and your home if you simply go slowly and plan 

before bulldozing the site down to mineral earth and running to the 

garden shop for grass seed, red tips and azaleas. 

One benefit of natural landscaping is that you're not 
experimenting. The plant material in your scheme has already 
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survived the ups and downs of its particular locale. Such a landscape 
will endure and take much less maintenance than contrived beds of 

exotics and bark mulch. Native plants tolerant of drought or wet 

conditions will make a beauty spot out of an eyesore. Also, you will 

be conserving plants and habitat which will perhaps never be 

provid~ by commerce. 
Native plants, whether planted by nature or man, will sustain 

themselves better than introduced garden varieties. They will thrive 
with less water and fertilizer and will resist weeds more effectively 
than anything one might plant. 

If a bit of nature- plants in particular-unavoidably gets in your 
way, then some salvage and transplanting work may be in order. 

Your living room, for instance, may be planned atop a colony of wild 
azaleas. Pick a similar site nearby to re-establish them. Have the new 
holes ready and get as much of the original soil with the roots as 

possible. Shrubs such as wild azaleas survive best when pruned 

severely. All plants transplant better in late fall or winter. 

Conserve specimen trees like dogwoods, grandfather greybeard, 

redbud, holly and beech. Stoloniferous shrubs like chokeberry, 
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running shadbush, sweet pepper bush, staghom sumac and coast 

azalea are showy and fragrant. Vines like climbing hydrangea, native 

wisteria, cross vine, Virginia creeper, bullace grapes and woodbine 

add to the seasonal show. 

Spectacular shrubs like beauty berry, mountain laurel and wild 
azalea are easily overlooked in the dormant season. Native evergreen 
groundcovers like crested iris, trailing arbutus, pussytoes, partridge 

berry, green and gold, creeping St. John's wort, daisy fleabane and 

moss phlox provide attractive low-maintenance patches. 

The spectacle of the changing seasons will reveal things on your 
property you never realized were there. White atamasco lilies rise 
from bare, wet ground. Mid-April conjures a myriad of starry flowers 
from the sandwort's ground-hugging tuft of evergreen needles. This 

is a show many never see, particularly when they proceed with 

undue haste to make their new property "habitable." 
A lush patch of bracken ferns taken by a sweep of the root rack ... 

the umbrella-like form of an old red maple sideswiped by a bulldozer 
... a colony of yellow pitcher plqnts and sphagnum moss scraped 

clean for a farm pond .. . it's all too easy to destroy the wild things we 

should have kept and nearly impossible to bring them all back. 



The temperate latitudes of South Carolina grow a rich variety of native flora that acids beauty to most any home setting. 
Far left, sandhills lupine is a purple-spiked spring biennial that thrives in dry sandy areas and produces mats of large evergreen leaves. I ts deep 
taproot makes it impossible to transplant. 
Left, sourwood is a small native tree that presents fall color and attractive white bell-like flowers and seeds. Known as the source of the famous 
sourwood honey, it grows naturally state-wide. 
Solid masses of buttercups, above, prefer wet meadows and cannot be surpassed for their beauty, uniform color and height. Buttercups are usually 
associated with other wild plants that provide bountiful assemblages of summer and fall color. · 

For the most part, South Carolina's rural, private landowners 
will determine how much of this state's native habitat will be 

conserved for future generations to enjoy. We have few natural areas 

left compared to the entire scope of the state, and nowhere near a 

representative sampling of our varied natural communities has been 

protected to date-though there are plans now in progress. 

Often it is the odd, undeveloped comer of.the highway median 

which survives as a remnant, a reminder of what the land was once 
like. Such examples of our natural flora and fauna could just as easily 

be preserved and enjoyed on private property. 

Once a house is built and access roads completed, the landowner 

should look for additional planting areas. Construction often creates 

new micro-environments-wet, dry, shady, hot-which furnish 

good habitat for tolerant native species that might grow nowhere 

else. A problem wet spot behind the house might be prime territory 

for moisture-loving plants like seaside goldenrod, hibiscuses and blue 
flag irises. 

Consider also the degree to which your property has been 
disturbed. Some areas need to be restored to a fairly mature state 

that requires minimal care for an appealing look and maximum 

wildlife productivity. Other sites will do best kept in a young growth 
stage by mowing, tilling or burning. Make sure that transition zones 

are allowed which link forest to field or lawn to woods. Transitional 

brushy borders soften the wood edges and offer wildlife a zone in 
which to travel and feed. 

As a rule there's a native plant, usually an entire assemblage of 

species, which will thrive and create advantages in a problem site, 
one that may be red clay or overly wet, dry or rocky. These areas may 
refuse to support most of the traditional home landscape materials 

found at nurseries and garden stores. 

What appears to be a winter tangle of briers could well provide a 

summer of sumptuous blackberries. A cluster of woody, waist-high 

red stems will bear bright spring blooms and plums for all. That 

pancake of a cactus will be the bringer of huge yellow blossoms plus 
tasty red pears for humans and turtles. A gnarled, grey, leafless and 

thorny trunk may bring forth hawthorn, perhaps the showiest and 

most fragrant tree on your property. 

Like many, you'll probably want a green carpet of centipede grass 

around the house proper. To enhance its impact let your lawn meet 

the woods border not in box comers and straight edges but in slow 
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Native landscaping brings added beauty to homesteads when seed-eating species like the female cardinal are attracted by wild plant food items, cover 
and nesting habitat. Depending on the plants present, a variety of wildlife species will visit your home site. 

curves and undulations. When you're putting island beds out in the 
sea of green , make them island-shaped not rectangular. The effect 

will pl~ase you and your visitors. 
Look for changes in the lay of the land-zones of transition and 

micro-environments-that may offer special wildlife habitats. 
These occur naturally and are often created by the construction of a 
house or road. A spot left high and dry or one left holding a puddle 
of water presents unique opportunities. 

The goal should be to leave your acreage natural whenever possible 
and to restore what was inadvertently disturbed. Work with what 
nature provides, or would provide, given the opportunity. Give the 
land a chance to work for you and wildness rather than declaring war 
against it. 

The native flora and natural habitats of South Carolina are part of 
our country's heritage. Our region 's diversity paints a natural tapestry 
unlike that found anywhere else in the world. Those who are 
interested in conservation and nature should strive to attain a South 
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Carolina look in their wild acreage. 
Today's landscape architects can learn many lessons from the 

design and texture crafted by nature. Our wild scenery provides the 
best aesthetic and horticultural model for landscaping. The flow of 
open space through a landscape should make one want to see what's 
hidden farther on, just as a creek's winding lures one to view beyond 
the next bend. 

Man too often seeks natural beauty with instant impact. But the 
results, by comparison, are contrived, expensive and short-lived. 
Nature strives slowly for an equilibrium, a steady state. The results 
are enduring and picturesque. Natural designs take time; not 
everything has to be instant. It's important that we understand our 
natural models and use them in design. 

Establishing a home with natural habitat puts forth an appeal to 
people and wildlife alike. Escape to the country, but don't let the 
country escape you. The back to nature movement ... it's been here 
all along for the patient and curious._,,., 
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Natural Landscaping-Ask the Experts 

The following organizations and programs are sources of invaluable 
advice and information on natural landscaping. A number of them 
sponsor programs that provide food and cover for wildlife. 

South Carolina Forestry Commission 
This agency raises a number of native trees which can be put to 

good use in restoring the landscape of highly disturbed areas. 

Local Soil Conservation Service ( SCS) Offices 
These offices will conduct a soil survey on property five acres or 

larger upon request. A soil survey can help determine whether your 
property may have limitations for septic tank installation, 
construction or erodibility. The soil type will also determine what 
will grow there. The SCS has some useful brochures on the value of 
soil surveys, plantings for birds and environmental tips for 
construction sites. 

Clemson University Extension Service 
This service provides some assistance in advising rural homeowners 

on enhancing wildlife habitat. Extension wildlife biologist Rick 
Busch said that a basic mistake rural homesteaders make is a lack of 
planning for wildlife. A newly completed study titled "Integrated 
Forest And Wildlife Management" provides advice on maximizing 
wildlife habitat through some inexpensive alternatives. 

Conservation Reserve Program ( CRP) 
This federal government program can help improve wildlife 

habitat on many South Carolina farms. By placing five to ten 
percent of the CRP acreage in cost-shareable wildlife management 
practices, a farmer can help wildlife, make his land more valuable 
and increase recreational opportunities for himself and his family. 

The program was established in 1985 as an incentive for farmers to 
remove highly erodible cropland from production and substitute 
conservation practices such as permanent grass, trees and wildlife 
plantings on those lands rather than plowing them every year. 
Landowners interested in signing up for the CRP should contact the 
local Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service or the 
scs. 

South Carolina Wildlife & Marine Resources Department 
State wildlife department personnel are available to visit farms and 

assist in developing wildlife management plans. Write the Small 
Game Project, SCWMRD, P.O. Box 167, Columbia, S.C. 29202 or 
call 734-3886. An extensive brochure, "Wildlife Benefits OfThe 
Conservation Reserve Program In South Carolina," is available as 
well. The publication contains a source list for many recommended 
seeds and plants that enhance wildlife. 

The state wildlife department sells about 1. 25 million Lespedeza 
thumbergii seedlings a year. This is a good shrub for planting wildlife 
patches to provide winter food for quail and other species. 
Application forms are available from local soil conservation offices 
and the wildlife department. There is a November 15 deadline. 
Seedlings last year cost $20 per thousand plants, enough for a 
one-tenth-acre plot. 

Two-time FACE winner Malinda Boland of Saluda County learned 
early on the effectiveness of using agricultural seed plants with native 
species to provide food and cover for wildlife. 

FACE for Wildlife Program 
Sponsored jointly by the S. C. Wildlife and Marine Resources 

Department and the Clemson University Extension Service, the 
FACE (Food And Cover Establishment) for Wildlife Program works 
through 4-H clubs to educate youth in wildlife habitat requirements 
and its values and to encourage the planting of wildlife food patches. 
Some fifty plots a year have been planted by South Carolina 4-H'ers 
since 1980. 

YIELD Program 
In 1986 the Midlands Chapter of Quail Unlimited and the state 

wildlife department's Small Game Project first sponsored an ongoing 
annual food plot contest, named YIELD (Youth Involvement In 
Educational Land Development) for area youths from ten to 
seventeen years of age. This resulted in twenty-one wildlife food 
plots being planted. 

Each of the participants in the YIELD Program planted a one
eighth-acre food plot with a five-pound sack of seed and a fifty-pound 
bag of fertilizer received in May when interested youths visited a 
farm near Columbia for an actual seed-planting demonstration, slide 
shows and discussions on wildlife habitat management. Quail 
Unlimited food plot judges toured the midlands in November and 
December carefully taking notes and evaluating all food plots 
planted. 

For information on the YIELD or FACE programs call the wildlife 
department's small game office at 734-3609. 

A Word of Advice 
Through the years many people have wanted to improve upon 

nature by introducing hardy exotic plant species. The failures of 
plant introduction far outweigh the successes, and some like kudzu 
and Japanese honeysuckle have even become real problems, 
threatening existing habitats. Before non-native species are planted 
en masse, consider whether they will endanger existing flora and 
whether a native species will serve the same purpose .. • 
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INCREDIBLE JOURNEYS 

Migration remains one of the 
animal world's more mystifying 
annual events. Every year many 
species of birds fly thousands of 
miles between their spring nesting 
and winter feeding grounds. Some 
mammals-as well as reptiles, fish 
and even insects such as the 
monarch butterfly-make similar 
treks. Annual migration is a vital 
part of these animals' life cycles. 

Of all Earth's migrants, the 
champion is the arctic tern. Each 
summer it leaves its North Pole 
nesting grounds to journey to the 
Antarctic at the opposite end of 
the earth, about 12,000 miles 
away. The following spring it flies 
north again to complete an 
incredible journey requiring a total 
of eight months. 

What is it that makes wild species 
migrate? Where do they go, and 
how do they know what route to 
take? Do migrating species possess 
some kind of inner clock, map or 
compass to guide them? The 
answers to such questions are 
elusive, and they have kept 
scientists busy for a long time. 

Understanding the basic reason 
for migration is relatively easy. 
Migration is a survival tactic 
animals employ to seek more 
temperate weather, better feeding 
grounds and breeding grounds 
where they can successfully 
produce offspring. 

To unravel some of migration's 
mysteries, scientists use special 
devices such as wing tags, banding, 
radar and miniature radio 
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transmitters to aid in tracking 
various species' journeys. Radio 
tracking is especially useful because 
it allows a bird, for instance, to be 
followed along its entire route. 
Thanks to such techniques, many 
of the mysteries as to where animals 
go when they migrate have been 
solved. 

MIGRATION MYSTERIES 

Despite all that scientists have 
learned about migration, many 
mysteries remain. How, for 
instance, does the Atlantic salmon 
know when to leave the ocean to 
return to the river of its birth so 
that it can begin the torturous 
swim upstream to spawn? 

What signals the colorful but 
fragile monarch butterfly to begin 
its 1,500-mile flight from the 
northern areas of the United States 
to the warmer climate of the Gulf 

of Mexico? What inner radar 
enables the forty-ton humpback 
whale to navigate the thousands of 
miles from the North Pacific to the 
Indian Ocean? 

How do female green and 
loggerhead sea turtles remember 
the precise spot on a beach where 
they have nested before so they 
can return there to lay eggs again? 
What guides them so surely 
through unmarked seas from their 
feeding areas to nesting beaches? 
The answers to these questions 
remain elusive. 

CLOCKS AND COMPASSES 

The eel is a good example of 
a fish that seems to use a built-in 
clock and compass to make 
journeys that are the opposite of 
the salmon's journey. Eels are born 
in the Sargasso Sea near the island 
of Bermuda. Each infant eel larva 



Insight into migration often hinges on man's success in discovering ways 
to track wild species. While migratory waterfowl such as the mallard, left, 
are easily monitored through leg banding, other species such as the 
loggerhead sea turtle defy traditional techniques. South Carolina wildlife 
department biologists have made great strides in tracking loggerheads 
through the use of two types of transmitters: radio and sonic. 

is born with a drop of oil in its food 
sac to prevent it from sinking to 
the ocean bottom. 

Buoyed by the oil which is lighter 
than sea water, the eel larvae drift 
eastward and westward in the 
warm currents of the Atlantic 
Ocean. American eels or "elvers" as 
they are called at this stage reach 
freshwater rivers when they are 
about one year old. The female 
elvers catch a ride on incoming 
high tides to move upstream into 
fresh river water. 

At the age of seven, the females 
migrate down river to rejoin the 
males at the mouth of the river. 
Both then swim the vast distance 
back to the Sargasso Sea to begin 
yet another generation. Here they 
reproduce and die, for this is the 
final leg of their strange migration. 
While chance plays a role as to 
whether currents drift the infant 
eels west or east away from the 
Sargasso Sea, scientists still remain 
puzzled over what drives the adult 
eels back to the same place of 
origin. 
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AUTOMATIC PILOT 

Bats and porpoises, besides 
being mammals, possess something 
else in common rather unique: 
. radar. Both species use 
echolocation to guide them 
through their respective habitats. 
Bats emit sound waves outside the 
range of human hearing, ultrasonic 
cries that occur at the rate of fifty 
per second. The bat's extremely 
sensitive ears pick up the echoes 
created by objects in the path of 
their signals. Like bats, porpoises 
produce intermittent pulses of 
ultrasonic vibrations at a very high 
frequency that enables them to 
navigate in total darkness. 

A bat's amazing guidance system 
enables it to fly without risk or 
hesitation and equips it to live in 
the total darkness of caves. 
Experiments have shown that bats 
can navigate safely and swiftly 
between wires as thin as .01 of an 
inch in diameter. 

What is known about the 
migration of these flying mammals 
indicates there is no general 
pattern, even among members of 
the same species. Some American 
freetailed bats, for example, 
migrate south to Mexico while 
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A natural fonn of sonar ( SOund 
NAvigation Ranging) enables the 
porpoise, an intelligent mammal, 
to steer its way through marine 
habitat by detecting reflected 
vibrations which travel more 
quickly through water than air. 

others hibernate in caves during 
the winter. 

Scientists are still searching for a 
precise explanation as to how 
migrant bats find their way. 
Whether a bat uses echolocation, 
which is considered a more useful 
short-flight tool, or eyesight, or a 
combination of both for long
distance navigation remains to be 
seen. 

FISH MUST SWIM, 
BIRDS MUST FLY 

Birds demonstrate several 
types of direction finding. Some 
rely on visual landmarks. Others 
can follow a certain compass 
direction when flying over strange 
territory. The true avian 
navigators, however, can fly home 
even when released in unknown 
territory. 

Experiments indicate that birds 
possess a set of sophisticated 
guidance systems. They can 
navigate by the sun, by the stars, 
and some can even orient 
themselves by the distinctive smell 
of their home. 

Evidently, many species can also 
detect the earth's magnetism and, 
presumably, use it to navigate. In 
1979, two British scientists, James 
Gould and Charles Wolcott, 
discovered what may be a 
compass-a crystal of material that 
could be magnetic-inside the 
head of a homing pigeon. How the 
pigeon uses its "magnetite" or 

YOUNG OUTDOOR WRITERS' COMPETITION 

If prizes of $500, $200 and $100 U.S. Savings Bonds sound good to 
you and you are a South Carolina student (grades five through twelve), 
consider entering the Young Outdoor Writers' Competition sponsored by 
South Carolina Wildlife magazine and the Harry Hampton Memorial Wildlife 
Fund. 

The contest, designed to increase awareness and appreciation of the 
outdoors and encourage outdoor writing, is divided into three categories: 
grades five and six, seven through nine, and ten through twelve. Each school 
may submit one winner in each category for which it is eligible, and first-, 
second- and third-place winners will be selected at the state level. 

First-place-winning essays in each category will be published in the May
June 1988 issue of South Carolina Wildlife magazine. 

Winners and their sponsoring teachers will be announced in March at the 
Palmetto Sportsmen's Classic in Columbia, and each winning teacher will 
be awarded $50. All school winners will receive certificates and the winners' 
schools will be given plaques. 

Check with your teacher for details, and principals and teachers needing 
further information should contact Young Outdoor Writers' Competition, 
SCW magazine, P.O. Box 167, Columbia, SC 29202-0167. 
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magnetic crystal remains a mystery, 
but one of the properties of 
magnetite is that it aligns itself 
along the lines of the earth's 
magnetic field. 

Certain fish, including sharks, 
skates and rays, can determine 
direction from the earth's magnetic 
field. As the fish ( or possibly the 
water) moves through the 
magnetic field, small electromotive 
forces are set up around the fish 
which it detects with an electric 
sense. 

Frogs and toads can also detect 
compass direction, but, again, 
how they do this remains a mystery. 
Experiments have shown that frogs 
and toads can orient themselves to 
the night sky. Frogs, toads, 
salamanders and some terrapins 
can also orient themselves to the 
sun as do some birds. Amphibians 
do not have to see the sun but can 
detect it through the top of their 
heads through primitive eye-like 
organs in their brains. According 
to British zoologist Dr. Robin 
Baker, salamanders share the 
uncanny ability to determine 
compass direction. 

Fish are somewhat unusual in 
that they can detect pressure 
waves. A row of organs in the 
lateral line running down each side 
of a fish's body detects tiny waves 
reflected by objects in the water. It 
may be possible that information 
received this way can become a 
memorized map oflandmarks, just 
as sight and sound provide 
orienting information. 

As for the migrating salmon, 
scientists now believe that it is able 
to detect small amounts of 
chemicals and small differences in 
the organic contents of various 
streams in order to return to its 
birthplace. A fish's sense of smell 
provides the most important clues 
to its surroundings. Salmon 
experiments show that they learn 

the smell or taste of water through 
which they swim. Some 
experiments indicate that salmon 
with plugged nasal tubes are unable 
to find their way back to their 
spawning grounds. 

TOUGH TRIP 

One silver salmon raised in a fish 
hatchery in California may hold a 
record for its trip home. This 
salmon, along with many others, 
was stocked in a stream running 
into the Pacific Ocean. When it 
came time to spawn, the salmon 
did not head for the creek where it 
wa, released. This salmon, 
nicknamed "Indomitable," returned 
to the hatchery! 

To make the trip, Indomitable 
had to swim through a highway 
culvert, a storm sewer, and a still 
smaller sewer; up the waters of a 

Biologists use a variety of methcxls 
to follow the movements of fish. 
One simple way is to clip their 
fins in such a way that they can 
later be identified. The use of 
technology such as this 
sophisticated fish lift and 
electronic counter enables 
biologists at St. Stephen to make 
large,scale studies of fish 
movement. 

long, steep flume leading to the 
tank where it had been raised; 
through a four-inch drain pipe 
with a ninety-degree bend and 
then continue straight up the same 
pipe for two-and-a-halffeet-an 
impossible-sounding task. 

Not only did the determined 
salmon make it through all these 
obstacles, it then knocked a screen 
off the final pipe to arrive in the 
very same tank where it had first 
lived. 

Such persistence gives cause to 
marvel at the power of wildlife's . 
instincts and survival strategies 
based upon migration. Tantalizing 
bits of information about built-in 
compasses, clocks, pressure waves 
and echolocation represent some 
of the pieces of migration's puzzle. 
Much remains to be learned about 
the mysteries of migration and 
animals' uncarmy navigational 
abilities. 

CHECK IT OUT 

For additional information on 
animal migration and navigation, 
look for the following books in 
your school or local libraries. 

Animal Migration and 
Navigation by Philip Street, 
Charles Scribner, 1976. 

The Endless Migrations by 
Roger Caras, Truman Talley Books, 
1985. 

The Mystery of Migration by 
Dr. Robin Baker, editor, Viking 
Press, 1981. 

Animal Clocks and Compasses 
by Margaret 0. Hyde, Whittlesey 
House-McGraw-Hill, 1960. 

Wild Travelers by George 
Laycock, Four Winds Press
Scholastic Magazines, 1974 .. -, 

- Marian Marsh 

Marian Marsh is an educator and freelance 
writer who has a special interest in the natural 
sciences. 
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DIRECTIONS: TEAMWORK FOR WILDLIFE 

H 
elping hands. Through the years great strides 

in conservation have been taken in South 

Carolina because people pulled together to 

undertake needed action. Common causes, shared values, 

a sustaining interest in the outdoors and a desire to 

preserve our state's beauty and natural resources have 

forged many a partnership for conservation. 

Cooperation between the 
wildlife department and the 
public has succeeded in making 
the Canada goose a common 
sight in many areas of the 
Palmetto State, especially the 
piedmont. 

54 South Carolina WiL:Jlife 

As the regulatory agency 
charged with managing and 
protecting natural resources, the 
South Carolina Wildlife and 
Marine Resources Depamnent 
very much appreciates all who 
aid the cause of conservation. 
Managing, protecting and 
conserving the natural resources 
of a 31,000-square-mile state is a 
major task. Helping hands make 
the wildlife department's work 
more successful. When people 
take an active interest in the 
many causes of conservation, 
they send a message to others 
that cannot be ignored. We all 
should be stewards of the land. 

Conservation organizations are 
as diverse as the natural resources 
theyrepresent. Whetheralocal 
grassroots effort or a well
conceived campaign, organized 
efforts to promote conservation 
in South Carolina accomplish a 
great deal. 

The recent Habitat 
Enhancement and Land 
Protection (H. E. L. P.) Act 
received a great deal of support 
from organizations throughout 
the state, support that helped 
give this much-needed program 
a strong beginning. Many groups 
were aware of the vital need for 
preserving wild habitat, and 
their support played a significant 
role in forging this legislation. 
South Carolina can now 

undertake the permanent 
preservation of habitat while 
making multiple-use lands 
available for many forms of 
outdoor recreation. 

It's widely known that some 
conservation group~ safeguard 
the habitat needs of species, 
game and nongame alike. Many 
go so far as to purchase land to 
assure wildlife species needed 
habitat. Other groups act as 
watchdogs for threatened habitat 
in need of protection, while 
some have even adopted 
sensitive areas and bodies of 
water to monitor their ecology. 
Still others educate young 
people to the value of 
conservation. 

Not to be obscured by group 
efforts is the general public's 
support of wildlife regulations 
and management programs, a 
great help to conservation on a 
daily basis. The Canada goose 
restoration project, for instance, 
illustrates how people can help 
the depamnent's management 
programs. For some time now, 
we have had a statewide closed 
season on this species so that it 
can build up population levels, 
and the support we've had from 
sportsmen, farm pond owners 
and reservoir managers has done 
much to help bring back the 
Canada goose to South Carolina. 

It's easy to see that much good 
can be accomplished when 
everyone "pitches in" to aid 
conservation. Take the erection 
of wood duck boxes across the 
state's wetlands. Not too long 
ago, the wood duck seemed on 
the verge of extinction. Today, 
it's the number one duck in 
Palmetto waterfowlers' bags, and 
its peerless beauty graces South 
Carolina in every county. 

We all know what a comeback 
the bluebird has made through a 

similar effort: the construction 
and distribution of bluebird 
boxes. These three birds-two 
game, one nongame-provide 
inspiring examples of how 
people can make a difference in 
the outdoor world. Stabilizing 
and preserving wildlife species is 
a major accomplishment 
anywhere, and it's especially 
rewarding to see it occurring in 
South Carolina. 

C onservation's helping hands 
run the gamut across the state. 
From federal and state regulatory 
agencies to sportsmen's groups 
right on down to the concerned 
individual, common interests 
create an awareness of the need 
for the prudent use of our natural 
resources. With concerned eyes 
watching our outdoors there can 
be no "passing of the buck." No 
group will stand back waiting for 
someone else to take up the 
gauntlet. And that kind of 
attitude is just what conservation 
needs in this era of increasing 
development and encroachment 
into native habitat. The 
increasing population demands 
that place greater burdens on our 
natural resources each year 
mandate that all of us work more 
closely together than ever. 

When various organizations 
and groups cooperate with the 
wildlife depamnent in the 
pursuit of common goals, the 
business of conservation becomes 
easier for all. As we. look to 
the future, it's comforting 
to know that helping hands 
amplify the wildlife department's 
efforts not only to preserve but to 
enhance South Carolina's 
beautiful outdoor legacy. 

Partnerships in conservation. 
They work. _ _,., 

-JamesA. Timmemum]r. 
Executive Director; SCWMRD · 



Ring-necked ducks and other waterfowl are being threatened by 
acidification in northern breeding grounds, according to a sobering 
report from the Izaak Walton League. Acid rain reduces the 
diversity and abundance of invertebrates - food sources for laying 
hens and growing young. 

ACID RAIN HARMS 
WATERFOWL, TOO 

Precipitation laced with 
airborne sulfates, known as acid 
rain, is well-documented as 
having harmful effects on lakes, 
fisheries and forests. Serious and 
widespread impact on the 
nation's ducks has now been 
reported by the Izaak Walton 
League of America. 

Studies and interviews with 
experts have led to claims that 
acid rain threatens waterfowl by 
limiting the production of young 
ducks and destroying critical 
food organisms needed by 
egg-laying females and ducklings. 
The lkes' report detailed the 
threat to the black duck, whose 
population has declined by 60 
percent in recent years. This 
species breeds almost exclusively 
in areas hardest hit by acid rain, 
receiving highly concentrated 
doses in early spring snowmelt. 

Nationally-known waterfowl 
biologist Frank Bellrose also 
noted that wood ducks, pintails, 
blue-winged and green-winged 
teals, ring-necked ducks, 

common golden-eyes, 
buffieheads and hooded and 
common mergansers also breed 
in the region of acidification. 

Precipitation becomes acidic 
when sulfur dioxide (from 
coal-burning power plants and 
copper smelters) or nitrogen 
oxides (from cars and trucks) 
combine with moisture in the 
clouds, forming sulfuric and 
nitric acids. 

The report concluded that "an 
extensive regional fish and 
wildlife resource may be put at 
great risk by further delays in 
passing measures to control acid 

. " ram . 
The Izaak Walton League is 

one of the nation's oldest and 
most respected conservation 
organizations. Its major areas of 
interest and expertise include 
enhancement of water and air 
quality, protection of wetlands 
and public lands, fish and 
wildlife habitat management 
and outdoor recreation. 

Copies of the report may be 
obtained from the League, 1701 
North Fort Myer Drive, Suite 
1100, Arlington, VA 22209. _ _,,., 

MAGAZINE, 
PHOTOGRAPHY AND 
CE&C NUMBER ONE 

South Carolina Wildlife magazine 
and its black and white 
photography were named best 
among conservation magazines 
in North America at the July 
meeting of the Association for 
Conservation Information 
(AC[), and the Conservation 
Education and Communications 
( CE&C) Division of the state 
wildlife department was also 
given top honors. 

The magazine was recognized 
for its January-February 1986 
special issue, "Our Splendid 
Sea," and the May-June and 
November-December 1986 
issues. The photography award 
wasfor"The Village" (May-June 
1986), a photo essay on 
McClellanville. 

CE&C's ongoing RESPECT 
public relations program earned 
the Best Publicity Campaign 
award in the Izaak Walton 
League/Fred Bear Outdoor 
Ethics Communications 
Competition. Materials entered 
as representative of the campaign 
included a news release story, 
radio program, TV spots, 
segments from three TV 
programs, South Carolina Wildlife 
magazine and The Resource 
newspaper. 

"Outdoors Ltd.: The Vicious 
Cycle" by Harvey Driggers 
(South Carolina Wildlife, July
August 1986) was named Best 
Feature Story for 1986 by the 
Izaak Walton League. 

South Carolina also took first 
place in the Internal 
Communications category for its 
department employee 
orientation video, "The 
Professional Team," produced by 
the CE&C Division. 

Second place awards were 
earned by the 1986-87 
Sportsman's Calendar in the 
Special Publications area and 
the film "Carolina Swamps" in 
Motion Picture, with News 
Release and Education also 
given second place honors. _ _,,., 

NATIONAL FOX HUNT 
RETURNS TO SOUTH 
CAROLINA 

The prestigious field trial and 
bench show of the National Fox 
Hunters Association will return 
to South Carolina in November. 

Officials expect nearly 1,000 
hounds and 400 fox hunters 
from all over the United States 
to attend the week-long event, 
November 8-14. 

Buddy Baker of the wildlife 
department, William Tetterton 
of the Kershaw County 
Committee for the National Fox 
Hunt, and E. W Nettles, board 
member for the National Fox 
Hunters Association from 
Sumter attended the 
organization's annual meeting in 
Lexingron, Kentucky, and 
presented the formal invitation 
to have the field trial in Camden. 
They carried letters of invitation 
from Gov. Carroll Campbell, 
top officials of state agencies and 
organizations, and members of 
local fox hunters' groups. 

The National Fox Hunt was 
established in 1893 and was held 
10 times in Camden, from 1963 
to 1975. To enter hounds in the 
hunt, contact the National Fox 
Hunters Association, P.O. Box 
538, Richmond, KY 40475. For 
local information, contact the 
chairman of the Fox Hunt 
Committee, Sheddie Tetterton, 
P.O. Box 730, Camden, SC 
29020, telephone 432-6063 .. -, 
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1987-88 federal duck stamp. 

FEDERAL DUCK STAMP 
PRICE INCREASES 

The Federal Migratory Bird 
Hunting and Conservation 
Stamp, better known as the 
"duck stamp," rose in price this 
year from $ 7. 50 to $10. Proceeds 
from the sale of these revenue 
stamps are used by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service to acquire 
vital wetland habitat for addition 
to the National Wildlife Refuge 
system. 

All waterfowl hunters 16 years 
of age and over are required to 
purchase a federal duck stamp 
each year, as well as a state duck 
stamp,' which costs $5.50. The 
state stamp price did not increase 
this year. 

Sales oflimited edition art 
prints of the 1986-87 state duck 
stamp generated revenue which 
exceeded sales of the stamps 
themselves last season. One-half 
the difference between stamp 
and print sales, nearly $3,500, 
was remitted to the state wildlife 
department for waterfowl 
conservation projects within the 
state. Stamp sale revenue is used 
strictly for waterfowl habitat 
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improvement and conservation, 
such as the Canada Goose 
Restoration Project and the 
Wood Duck Nesting Box Project. 

State duck stamps are available 
from the state wildlife 
department and many retail 
outlets which sell hunting and 
fishing licenses. 

The contest to choose the 
design for the 1988-89 state duck 
stamp is now open, with a 
deadline for entries ofFebruary 
8, 1988. The American wigeon, 
Anas americana, is the species to 
be featured. A copy of the entry 
procedure may be obtained from 
the S.C. Migratory Waterfowl 
Committee, P.O. Box 1853, 
Columbia, SC 29202. _ _, 

A single cave in Arkansas is the 
only knoom home of Cambarus 
zophonastes, a rare crayfish 
recently granted protection under 
the Endangered Species Act, 
according to Arkansas Outdoors. 
The animal is so rare, it doesn't 
even have a common name, and 
the entire world population is 
estimated at fewer than 50. 

SPORTSMEN URGED 
TO RESPECT PUBLIC 
LANDS 

While strict laws are in effect 
to deter abuse ofWMA lands, 
the few individuals who litter, 
tear down gates and trash 
property can spoil the positive 
image of the ethical sportsman. 

"The abuse of Wildlife 
Management Area (WMA) 
lands by the public is a slap in 
the face to every hunter who 
appreciates the privilege of 
having access to these lands and 
to state wildlife conservation 
officials who are doing everything 
in their power to keep lands in 
the WMA program," said Brock 
Conrad, division director of 
Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries 
for the state wildlife department. 

"Every hunter with a WMA 
permit should keep the thought 
in the back of his mind that he is 
always a guest of the landowner, 
and he must conduct himself 
with the courtesy of a guest who 
wants to get invited back," 
Conrad said. 

"Cooperating landowners, 
mostly forest products 
companies, have been willing to 
allow public hunting on their 
property, but they are becoming 
less willing with every incident 
reported of their land being 
littered, their roads ruined, their 
gates tom down and tree 
seedlings trampled." 

The following regulations 

apply on WMA lands: 
• No target practice is allowed 
except in specified areas. 
• Timber destruction or firewood 
cutting without written 
permission from the landowner 
is prohibited. 
• No Sunday hunting. 
• Construction or use of tree 
stands is prohibited when nails 
are driven into trees or when 
wire is wrapped around trees. 
• It is unlawful to hunt deeron 
land designated as Wildlife 
Management Area within 300 
yards of a residence at any time. 
• Vehicles shall be driven only 
on roads and designated trails. 
• No vehicular traffic is allowed 
on roads or trails which are 
closed by barricades or signs. 
• No camping is permitted 
except at designated campsites. 
• No trapping is permitted. 

The public can anonymously 
report acts of woodland 
vandalism and other violations 
of wildlife laws by calling the 
Operation Game Thief toll-free 
hotline, 1-800-922-5431, 24 
hours a day.--, 

More than 600 world-class 
shooters from all 50 states 
competed for a total of 32 positions 
on the 1987 US. Pan American 
Shooting Team, said the National 
Rifle Association of America. 
Shooting attracted the third highest 
number of nations participating in 
the 1984 Olympics. 

OPERATION 
GAMETHIEF 
1·800·912•5431 

STOP GAME AND FISH VIOLATORS 



SANDHILLS REFUGE 
HAS YOUNG HUNTERS 
REGULATION 

All hunters under 16 years of 
age must have completed a 
hunter education course before 
they can participate in any 
hunting activity on the Carolina 
Sandhills National Wildlife 
Refuge beginning with the fall 
1987 season. 

The state wildlife department 
offers a 12-hour Hunter 
Education Course which 
includes instruction in the 
principles of hunter safety and 
wildlife conservation. In addition 
to firearms and hunting safety 
training, students gain 
knowledge of basic wildlife 
management principles, hunting 
ethics, hunter-landowner 
relations and hunting 
techniques. 

The hunter education 
requirement on Sandhills is a 
result of a recent national policy 
decision regarding hunting on 
national wildlife refuges. Young 
hunters must also be under the 
direct supervision of an adult 21 
years old or older, and they must 
remain in sight and voice contact 
with this adult.• 

SEPTEMBER 12 IS 
PUBLIC LANDS DAY 

National Public Lands Day 
will be celebrated September 12, 
and volunteer groups are 
encouraged to use the day to 
begin projects aimed at cleaning 
and maintaining public lands. 
Various city, county and special 
district recreation departments 
will sponsor activities, 
emphasizing stewardship of 
public lands, which can include 
anything from recreation areas 

and waterways to highways. 
Public Lands Day is under the 

leadership of Keep America 
Beautiful, a nonprofit 
organization dedicated to 
changing personal attitudes 
about handling waste. Early 
this summer Gov. Carroll 
Campbell proclaimed South 
Carolina the thirteenth state to 
join the Keep America Beautiful 
system, cooperating with aims 
and goals of the organization. A 
statewide litter reduction 
program is being developed by 
the Governor's Task Force on 
Litter/Keep America Beautiful, 
whose members include 
representatives from 12 state 
agencies.• 

FISHING AREAS 
BOOKLET AVAILABLE 

A new booklet is now 
available free from the state 
wildlife department listing places 
that afford easy fishing access, 
particularly to youths with basic 
tackle. Emphasis is given to the 
areas which may be fished 
without need of a boat. 

The booklet was compiled as 
part of the wildlife department's 
Get Hooked On Fishing, Not 
On Drugs program and is the 
beginning of a continually 
updated list. A county-by-county 
listing is being compiled. 

Copies of the fishing areas 
booklet may be obtained by 
writing Hooked On Fishing, 
P.O. Box 167, Columbia, SC 
29202. Farm pond owners, 
power utilities, industries, 
government agencies, watershed 
districts, owners of fee fishing 
lakes and others who wish to 
include their fishing areas in the 
booklet are encouraged to write 
the above address.• 
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Captured with the help of a "yabby," this tiny, mysterious creature 
inhabits a tunnel-like burrow on the beach. Such specimens are 
aiding in an investigation of their ancestors, which may date back 
some 150 million years. 

WHAT'S IN THOSE 
HOLES IN THE SAND? 

Anyone who's strolled a 
South Carolina beach has 
probably probed a toe or stalk of 
grass into one of those gurgling 
pinholes in the wet sand, 
wondering what's below. 

Most people guess worms or 
sand crabs, according to Georgia 
Southern College geologist Gale 
Bishop. "The actual creature 
that inhabits these burrows 
rarely, if ever, comes out." 

The reclusive inhabitant is 
nicknamed the ghost shrimp or 
mud shrimp, scientifically 
catalogued Callichiru.s majar. It is 
an elongated version of the 
crayfish, wielding miniature 
claws that pinch hard enough to 
draw blood. Its segmented, 
four-inch body dwarfs the pellet
ringed opening of its burrow, 
which runs three to four feet 
deep, exiting at a "back door." 
Living communally in its burrow, 
the shrimp siphons food from 
the water that washes in with 
each pass of the surf and pumps 
used water and waste through 
the tunnel and out the back 
door, creating the telltale 
gurgling and pellet ring around 
the hole. 

Bishop is involved in a study 
comparing living and fossil ghost 
shrimp for the Geological Survey 
of the Georgia Department of 
Natural Resources. The creatures 
have been around since the age 
of dinosaurs, with fossil remains 
dated at more than 150 million 
years. 

One reason the animals are 
rarely identified is because they 
are difficult to catch without 
special equipment. Bishop uses a 
"yabby," a piston-suction device 
that resembles an oversize 
bicycle pump, to slurp up a 
column of sand surrounding the 
burrow, extracting the shrimp 
intact. With the yabby, the 
scientist has been able to collect 
significant sample populations 
over a yearly cycle, identifying 
juveniles and life stages to 
document changes for taxonomic 
work with fossils. _ _,., 

Hummingbird feeders left out past 
the birds' normal migration period 
pose no threat to the birds. Most 
hummingbirds will leave by mid
October whether the feeder is out 
ar not. Migration instincts are 
related mare to length of daylight 
than feeding habits. 
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ECO-FOCUS: THE 
NUTRIENT CAROUSEL 

Each fall, sportsmen go 
afield in quest of the elusive 
white-tailed deer with hopes of 
bagging venison in the form of a 
handsome buck. 

Not only in our state but across 
the nation, the popularity of 
deer hunting is such that it 

supports its own management 
and research programs, the goals 
of which are to improve deer 
herd quality and, ultimately, the 
hunting experience. 

More information is known 
about the white-tailed deer than 
almost any other animal on 
earth. The knowledge gained 
through deer research adds much 
to our understanding of basic 
animal biology and behavior. ':,\ 
Quest For Quality" ( this issue, 
page 16), for instance, is 
behavioral biological research at 
its best. The information 
presented in the article is useful 
to both the hunter and the 
theoretical biologist. 

With all the information on 
deer, however, we still harbor 
some misconceptions about 
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these animals, one of which is 
based on a misunderstanding of 
how our environment works. 
You've heard that "a deer that's 
killed and never found is a 
wasted deer," and all responsible 
hunters know they have an 
ethical and moral obligation to 
make every effort to track and 
recover wounded game. From 
the perspective of a hunter being 

Nature constantly 
recycles the building 
blocks of life. 

able to harvest venison there is 
some truth to that saying. From 
an ecological point of view, 
however, nothing could be 
farther from the truth. 

Any animal that dies in the 
wcxxls, whether a deer, raccoon 
or bird, is never wasted. Every 
molecule of an animal or plant 
finds its way back into 
components of its ecosystem. In 
the last Eco-focus column we 
discussed energy flow through 
ecosystems and the fact that 
energy does not recycle through 
natural systems. 

Nature cannot recycle energy, 
but it does recycle nutrients. 

Tissues of living organisms are 
composed of nitrogen, 
phosphorous, potassium, 
sulphur, oxygen, hydrogen and 

other chemical elements. These 
building blocks of life represent 
the recycled commodities that 
nature constantly transfers from 
one organism to another. 

Though the chemical reactions 
and pathways behind the 
recycling of nutrients are 
complex and beyond the scope 
of a brief column, the underlying 
principles are simple. A deer dies 
in the forest, and its body tissue 
is broken down by micro
organisms and the physical 
action of wind, rain, sun and 
other elements. Scavengers such 
as vultures and skunks directly 
absorb the nutrients of the deer, 
while some micro-organisms 
make nutrients available to 
plants by altering their chemistry, 
changing ammonia to nitrite to 
nitrate, for example. Plants 
absorb the nitrate through their 
roots and use it to build plant 
tissue. One day a deer may come 
along and eat that particular 
plant, continuing the nutrient 
carousel. 

The process of recycling is 
ongoing at all levels in the food 
web where energy is being 
expended to recycle nutrients. It 
may take the form of physically 
consuming tissue, digesting 
tissue or chemically absorbing 
nutrients as is the case with 
fungi. Why does a dual system of 
energy which does not recycle 
and nutrient recycling exist? 
One explanation may be that 
the sun's energy is abundant, 
seemingly infinite, but nutrients 
are not. Though we don't know 
precisely how much nitrogen or 
phosphorous exists on our 
planet, the supply is not infinite, 
and in certain habitats the 
supply could be quite limited. 
Perhaps the natural systems 
evolved to take advantage of 
seemingly unlimited energy and 

limited nutrient resources. 
In properly functioning 

ecosystems no nutrients are 
wasted, and eventually every 
organism has the potential to 
become a part of every other 
organism through shared 
chemistry. In the book Cosmos, 
astronomer Carl Sagan 
eloquently addressed this 
potential. "There are tens of 
billions of known kinds of 
organic molecules. Yet only 
about fifty of them are used for 
the essential activities of life. 
The same patterns are employed 
over and over again, 
conservatively, ingeniously for 
different functions. And at the 
very heart of life on Earth - the 
proteins that control cell 
chemistry, and the nucleic acids 
that carry the hereditary 
instructions-we find these 
molecules to be essentially 
identical in all the plants and 
animals. An oak tree and I are 
made of the same stuff." 

Sagan is fond of pointing out 
that human beings are made of 
star stuff for if we go back far 
enough through countless 
cycles, the very chemicals and 
elements in our bodies ultimately 
were part of the incandescent 
balls of gases known as stars. 

Recycling has been going on 
for billions of years. 

Only recently has one aspect 
of recycling stopped. One 
creature no longer returns its 
nutrients to the ecosystem from 
which it coalesced, and that 
creature is . .. can you guess? ... 
man. For health reasons and 
other concerns, man in our part 
of the world locks his nutrients 
away in coffins and vaults. The 
rest of the organic world, 
however, recycles along without 
us._,,,., 

-Steve Bennett 



NEW LAW RESTRICTS 
GILL NET USE 

Gill net.s longer than 100 feet 
are illegal in coastal waters under 
new South Carolina legislation, 
and areas where the net.s are 
permitted have been restricted. 

Under the law passed by the 
state General Assembly, gill net.s 
can be no longer than 100 feet 
with a three-inch minimum 
mesh size and can be fished only 
in the ocean and in designated 
areas of bays and sounds. The 
user of a gill net must be within 
100 yards or hailing distance of 
the net at all times during use. 

The law also prohibit.s trammel 
net.s, pound net.s, fyke net.s, stop 
net.s and purse seines from the 
saltwater-freshwater dividing 
line seaward. Boat and net 
licenses are required for gill net.s 
used in saltwater. 

Charles Bearden, director of 
the Office ofFisheries 
Management of the state wildlife 
department, said the legislation 
was initiated by concerns 
expressed by recreational 
fishermen over increased use of 
gill net.s and the potential 
impact.s on saltwater sport fish. 

For maps showing designated 
inshore areas where gill net.s are 
allowed, write Marine Resources 
Division, P.O. Box 12559, 
Charleston, SC 29412, or call 
(803) 795-6350 .. -, 

:,i-
A Check e
For Wildlife 
INVEST IN OUR 
UNCOMMON WEALTH 

Over 210,000 young people have 
lxen re.ached iij the past three years 
through Project WILD and the state 
wildlife department's wildlife 
education efforts. 

RED WOLVES TO BE 
RELEASED ON BULLS 

Red wolves, perhaps the most 
endangered of North American 
mammals, are slated to return to 
Bulls Island near McClellanville 
in October as part of a larger 
plan to reintroduce the once
native animal to the Southeast. 

A pair of wolves will be taken 
to the island by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service for a six
month acclimation period before 
release there next spring, and 
they will remain indefinitely to 
be used as "breeders" in the wild. 

"The Bulls Island Project is to 

raise wild young for release at 
other areas," said George Garris, 
manager of Cape Romain 
National Wildlife Refuge. 

Effort.s are now under way at 
Alligator River National Wildlife 
Refuge in North Carolina to 
re-establish a permanent 
population. Four pairs of wolves 
have been in residence there for 
a year, and four more pairs are 
scheduled to be introduced this 
fall. Believed to be extinct in the 
wild, only 75 red wolves remain 
in captivity. 

Ten years ago two pairs were 
released on Bulls Island and later 
recaptured in a successful 
experimental project to test the 
feasibility of reintroduction. 

The red wolf effort at Alligator 
River marks the first time in 
North America that an animal 
eliminated from the wild will be 
reintroduced from a captive 
breeding program._,,,,,., 
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Curiosity probably draws animals to furbearer-monitoring scent 
stations, some wildlife biologists believe. Breck Carmichael, small 
game biologist, measures a track found in a sample station. 

BIOLOGISTS TO SET 
TRACKING STATIONS 

"It's a really sweet smell, 
absolutely irresistible to animals," 
said furbearer biologist Buddy 
Baker of the state wildlife 
department, describing the 
attractant to be used in 141 lines 
of scent stations in all counties of 
South Carolina this October. 

Information gained from the 
scent stations will help monitor 
the relative abundance of various 
furbearer species, specifically 
bobcat, red and grey fox, and 
raccoon. While not an actual 
census, the study will provide 
data to indicate if populations 
are increasing or decreasing in an 
area from year to year. The 
stations can also document 
occurrence of free-ranging and 
feral dogs, which biologist.s feel 
have an impact on wildlife 
populations. 

A two-mile-long line, or 
transect, is composed of 10 
tracking stations, each a one
meter diameter circle of prepared 
soil surface covered with 

agricultural lime. The odoriferous 
attractant, a synthetic fatty acid, 
is placed in the center of the 
circle and left overnight. As 
animals explore the scent they . 
leave their tracks. U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service and U.S. Forest 
Service personnel join wildlife 
department district biologist.s 
and technicians in counting and 
identifying tracks. 

The technique will also be 
used to monitor the expansion of 
coyote populations moving into 
the state. In less than 10 years, 
coyotes have moved into 11 
South Carolina counties, 
tending to displace red fox 
populations. 

Baker said the attractant will 
draw almost any animal in the 
area, often including deer, toads 
and even birds. _ _, 

Statewide harvest of wild turkeys 
increased from 4, 460 birds bagged 
in 1986 to 4,539 in the spring of 
1987. In 1977, 536 birds were 
checked. 
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Shrimp and other seafocxl caught or sold in South Carolina, 
including that marketed by roadside or transient dealers, must pass 
through properly licensed channels before reaching the consumer. 
Confusion as to the type of license required by businesses led to 
amendment of the seafood dealers law. 

SEAFOOD DEALERS 
MUST BE LICENSED 

The law pertaining to seafood 
dealer licenses and the sale of 
seafood has been amended to 
protect consumers and to ensure 
that fishery landings are 
documented. 

"Roadside or transient dealers" 
are now classified as "retail 
dealers" and must be licensed by 
the South Carolina Tax 
Commission, according to 
Charl~s Bearden, director of 
Fisheries Management for the 
Marine Resources Division of 
the state wildlife department. 
"Formerly, there was considerable 
confusion as to what type of 
seafood businesses were required 
to have a 'wholesale dealer's' 
license or a 'land and sell' 
license," Bearden said. 

The law requires that all 
primary wholesale seafood 
dealers (from whom retail 
dealers must purchase) must 
have a permanent, non-mobile 
establishment with facilities for 
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the proper handling, storage and 
sanitation of seafood products. 
Any person transporting fresh or 
frozen seafood and any person 
offering it for sale must have in 
possession dated documents 
showing the quantity of each 
type of seafood and the name 
and address of the dealer or 
fisherman from whom it was 
purchased. 

Bearden said one of the 
purposes of the amendment is to 
help ensure that fishery landings 
are documented and reported 
since this information is essential 
to fisheries management .. -, 

More than 40 species of animals 
are known to use gopher tortoise 
burrows, including the 
diamondback rattlesnake, lizards, 
frogs and toads, rabbits, mice and 
quail. The gopher tortoise is an 
endangered species in South 
Carolina and its distribution is 
limited to a small preserve in Jasper 
County. 

TWO 700-ACRE 
AREAS ADDED FOR 
WATERFOWL 

A public waterfowl hunting 
area near Bonneau has been 
added to the state wildlife 
department's Wildlife 
Management Area (WMA) 
program, and nearly 700 acres of 
valuable waterfowl habitat 
adjacent to Bear Island WMA 
have been acquired by the state. 

Sandy Beach Waterfowl Area, 
also a 700-acre site, is a shallow 
backwater on Lake Moultrie's 
north shore and the first area in 
the state to be developed entirely 
with state duck stamp funds. 
Good management there should 
also improve hunting in the 
adjacent areas of the lake as a 
result of increased numbers of 
birds. 

Stamp funds were used to build 
a two-mile road to the area, a 
perimeter ditch and 4,000 feet of 
dike. Two water control 
structures and a pump were also 
purchased and installed. 

Springfield Plantation, the 
habitat near Bear Island WMA 
along the Edisto River, was 
acquired through the Ducks 
Unlimited (DU) MARSH 
program. The area has about 200 
acres of formerly diked rice fields 
with the remainder of the 
property in peat swamp. 
Previously constructed 
embankments and water control 
structures already in place will be 
maintained by the wildlife 
department to provide quality 
public hunting opportunities, 
wintering habitat for migratory 
waterfowl and production 
habitat for resident wood ducks, 
said John Frampton, chief of 
game for the wildlife department. 

The area will also provide for 
songbirds, wading birds such as 

the wood stork and raptors 
including the bald eagle. It will 
be used for educational and 
research opportunities in habitats 
found in no other department 
properties, Frampton said. 

DU's MARSH (Matching Aid 
to Restore State's Habitat) 
program provides habitat 
development grants, allowing 
states to acquire and enhance 
wetlands within their borders. 
The Springfield Plantation 
acquisition was the first for 
South Carolina under the 
program, and two additional 
sites are being considered .. -, 

ANTI-LITTER LAWS 
STRENGTHENED 

Violators of the state's anti
litter laws face stiffer penalties 
under provisions of a bill passed 
by the 1987 General Assembly. 
State Litter Coordinator Diane 
Waddle said that the minimum 
fine was raised to $100, plus the 
court must impose at least five 
hours of litter-gathering labor or 
comparable community service. 

Other provisions of the law call 
for a fine for deposit of a 
collection of litter or garbage 
(illegal dump) to be $200, with 
the court imposing five hours of 
litter-gathering labor; on the 
second conviction of a litter 
offense a minimum of twenty 
hours of community service will 
be imposed in addition to any 
fine; and an offender may be 
directed to remove all litter that 
has accumulated in the location 
of the offense. Youthful offenders 
will be tried in magistrate's court 
for litter-related cases. 

A "bottle bill" and legislation 
to require the covering of 
vehicles used for hauling will be 
targeted next session. _ _, 



TWO BALLOONS SAY 
"NO" TO DRUGS 

Two balloons have carried the 
spirit of the Get Hooked On 
Fishing, Not On Drugs 
campaign from Memphis, 
Tennessee, to Lake Moultrie. 
John Smyth, a profes.sor at the 
Citadel in Charleston, found the 
two balloons while he was wade 
fishing at the lake and discovered 
they bore a special message to 
young people. 

"Just Say No To Drugs" was 
printed on each balloon, sent 
aloft by students at Idlewild 
Elementary School, some 550 
miles away by air. The balloons 
were among 800 released 24 
hours earlier as part of a 
campaign against drug and 
alcohol abuse. 

A similar slogan, "Get Hooked 
On Fishing, Not On Drugs," is 
being used by the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department in its effort to 
encourage young people to say 
"No" to drugs by offering a 
practical alternative like fishing. 

For more information on the 
Get Hooked On Fishing 
program, write S.C. Wildlife 
and Marine Resources 
Department, P.O. Box 167, 
Columbia, SC 29202, or call 
(803) 734-3888. _ _, 

aiooiiD ~~ 
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FISHING! 

NOT ON DRUGS! 

BALD EAGLES are now 
showing signs of colonizing 
South Carolina's inland 
reservoirs, new winter habitat 
for the endangered birds which 
nonnally nest along the coast. 

Tom Murphy, an endangered 
species biologist with the state 
wildlife department, said, 
"Reservoirs larger than 1,000 
acres extend the potential 
breeding range of the bald 
eagle in South Carolina by 
offering open water habitat." 

Nesting territories are always 
within sight of water, Murphy 
said, and often in the vicinity of 
diked marsh or old rice field 
impoundments. Active 
management of breeding areas 
has helped the bald eagle's 
recovery. 

Eleven years ago when 
Murphy began his project, 
financed in part by the Check 
For Wildlife program, he could 
account for only 12 pairs of 
nesting eagles in the entire 
state. In 1987, by contrast, he 
counted38 active territories. 

The bald eagle is protected 
by four federal laws and state 
law. Anyone with information 
about eagle shootings, any 
disturbance of nesting birds or 
anyone in possession of eagle 
parts should notify the wildlife 
department. Calls may be 
made anonymously to the 
Operation Game Thief toll-free 
hotline, 1-800-922-5431. .• 

LOWCOUNTRY 
CHARCOALED VENISON 

Many backyard chefs have 
tried their hands at charcoaling 
venison with disappointing 
results: dry and tough table fare. 
Because of its texture and lack of 
fat, venison must be treated 
differently than beef or pork. 

Use only the choice cuts of 
loin (backstrap) or individual 
muscle masses of the "ham" 
(hindquarters). If the loin is 
used, remove the thin 
cellophane-like membrane or 
fascia which partially covers this 
long muscle. Cut each loin in 
half, making two 8- to 10-inch 
portions. One will be uniform in 
thickness and the other tapered. 

Individual muscle masses of 
the hindquarter can be separated 
to produce portions resembling 
those of loin, a process much 
easier if the meat is partially 
frozen. Remove the fascia from 
each portion as for the loin. 

Season meat strips liberally 
with coarse ground black pepper, 
ground ginger, granulated or 
powdered garlic (not garlic salt), 
ground or whole celery seeds, 
rosemary and thyme. Force a 
wide-tined fork through the 
meat every quarter-inch along 
the entire length of each strip, 
all four sides, to tenderize and 
season it throughout. 

Marinate venison overnight in 
the following: 2 cups safflower 
oil, 1 ½ cups apple cider vinegar, 
3/'4 cup soy sauce, and ¼ cup 
worcestershire sauce. 

Cook over very hot charcoal or 
on gas grill for four to six minutes 
per side. Cooking time will vary 
with type of grill and individual 
tastes. Baste cooked venison 
with marinade, carve into 
serving portions and enjoy.-. 

- Joe Hamilton 

ROUNDTABLE 

According t.o the State Litter 
Coordinator, there are seven 
sources of Utter. Motorists and 
pedestrians contribute 20 percent, 
and the remaining sources are 
loading docks, construction sites, 
uncovered vehicles, and deposits of 
household garbage and commercial 
garbage. 

DEER HIDES TANNED 
FOR PATIENTS 

Deer hides, often an unutilized 
wildlife resource, are being 
collected, tanned and given to 
veterans' hospitals in a unique 
program conducted by South 
Carolina Elks Clubs. 

The program was initiated by 
the Charleston Elks Lodge but 
now has statewide participation, 
according to Michael Burbage, 
state chairman of the Hides 
Committee. "Green" hides are 
rubbed with salt and hung to dry, 
then shipped to a tanning firm in 
Utah. Patients at the hospitals 
use the tanned hides for 
occupational therapy, for their 
own,use and as gifts. 

Burbage said hunters who kill a 
deer and wish to contribute the 
hide to the project should 
contact their local Lodge. The 
hide should be placed in a large 
plastic garbage bag and put on 
ice or in a freezer until delivery to 
the Elks. 

Besides individual donations, 
hides are also contributed by a 
number of hunt clubs, the Naval 
Weapons Station and the 
Southern Railway. Last year 132 
hides were collected statewide. 
':,\II the money for this program 
is raised by lodge members 
through raffles," Burbage 
explained. "No lodge funds are 
used." _ _, 
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RAMBLINGS 

ridescent green heads shimmer amid flying spray as surprised 

mallards spring from the waters of their winter home at Samworth 
Wildlife Management Area (WMA), just northeast of Georgetown 

along the Pee Dee River. These puddle ducks and their kin annually 

converge by the thousands on Samworth's freshwater intertidal marshes 

. ' . 
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"Mr. Sam" observed and photographed 
overwintering birds from upstairs windows of 
his home, Dirleton, Open to the public from 
8: 30 until 5 :00 weekdays and by appointment 
on weekends, the house was built in the 1850s 
and is regularly featured on local tours, 
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beginning in mid-October, their influx 
making the site one of the state wildlife 
department's highest-quality watetfowl areas 
and a showcase of the coast's wildlife 
resources. 

But Samworth's appeal transcends 
experiencing the hunt or observing these 

~ visitors from the prairies of North America. 
~ Its attractions abound: excellent fishing, one 
3 
~ of the most popular boat ramps around 

Georgetown, dove shooting, opportunities 
for nature study, photography and bird 
watching, and its own movie star. Movie 
star? Yes, indeed, since the jewel in the 
crown of Samworth WMA is the historical 
rice plantation home known by former 

13 owner Thomas G. Sam worth as Dirleton, 
~ the setting for South Carolina ETV's 
i production ofDuBose Heyward's "The 

Half-pint Flask," in its series Tales of the 
Unknown South. 

In 1962, publisher and nature lover 
Sam worth donated Dirleton House and the 
acreage around it to the sportsmen of South 
Carolina through the wildlife department 
with the understanding that additional acres 

~ would be acquired and the entire area 
~ developed and managed as watetfowl habitat. 

Now embracing about a thousand acres, 850 
of which are wetlands, Sam worth WMA is 
the watetfowl nucleus of the Pee Dee/ 
Waccamaw Delta and offers fresh, shallow 
water and abundant herbaceous-plant food 
sources to the large concentrations of 
mallards, pintails, green-winged teal and 
wood ducks that winter there. 

Interconnecting creeks subdivide the area 
into nine separate impoundments, seven of 
which provide hunting opportunities for 
watetfowl enthusiasts who have successfully 
applied to participate in managed public 
hunts. Directly across the river from the 

house is one impoundment that has been 
designated a permanent, inviolate sanctuary 
for watetfowl, and another on the mainland 
is to be developed as a nature study area, with 
trails and an observation tower planned. 
Impoundments are diked and have control 
structures for water level regulation . Ninety 
acres of agricultural land are also managed for 
dove shooting opportunities. 

Bob Perry, wildlife department watetfowl 
biologist and project leader at Samworth, has 
described fishing there as "extremely fine" 
but noted it is only permitted in the 
impoundments from March 15 to September 
15. Bank fishing in the Pee Dee from 
designated areas is popular, and the concrete 
public boat ramp is often used by sixty to 
seventy boats on spring weekends. The ramp 
is closed to the public during the open 
watetfowl season. 

Wildlife-watchers can also indulge their 
hobby. The marshlands abound not only 
with ducks but also with shore birds and 
other wetlands species and provide feeding 
grounds for hawks, ospreys and eagles. Deer 
and alligators are plentiful, and many small 
mammals such as raccoons and marsh rabbits 
reside close to the water. 

The plantation home itself is a working, 
multiple-use facility, visited annually by 
several hundred members of the public who 
wish to obtain wildlife resources information. 
Three wildlife department offices are located 
there - headquarters for the Federal Aid 
Watetfowl Projects, Sam worth and Santee
Delta WMAs; Wildlife District VI; and field 
office for Nongame and Heritage Trust-as 
well as the field station for Delta Watetfowl 
and Wetlands Research, known as the South 
Carolina Coastal Watetfowl Research 
Project. 

ToreachSamworth WMA, take U.S. 
Highway 701 north out of Georgetown for 
eight miles to County Road S-22-4. Turn 
right and follow the WMA signs for about six 
miles to the plantation. For more information 
or to make arrangements for a visit, call 
546-9489 or write Sam worth WMA, Star 
Rt. 1, Box 226, Georgetown, SC 29440. _ _, 

-LINDA RENSHAW 



Six· good reasons for 
turning the page 

3 
'i'H!KTY yeARS-
THE. MOVNTAINS TO TH 

••• and using that convenient order form. 
1 The South Carolina Wildlife Cookbook, second edition, 
is truly the supreme reference for the sportsman's 
kitchen. $6.25 each. 

I RESPECT Caps are available in international orange, 
which meets Wildlife Management Area requirements, or 
camouflage. Winter style, laminated inside for warmth 
and durability. $5.25 each. 

3 Binders conveniently store and protect six issues ( one 
year) of South Carolina Wildlife magazine. 
$7.30 each. 

4 "ThirtyYcars-The Mounta.m, ... \ca," hardbound 
collector's edition. W~cfi\ol~th binding with 
gilded letterin~fl\~ce to any personal library 
or office. $10.~ . 

5 Carolina's Hunting Heritage brings hunting to life with 
207 action-filled pages bound between a handsome 
leather-like cover. $15.75 each. 

6 Subscribe to South Carolina Wildlife magazine, the only 
magazine devoted exclusively to all South Carolinians. Six 
issues peryear-(1 yr.) $7.95, (2 yrs.) $14.95, (3 yrs.) $19.95. 



Convenient order fonn: 

Name ----- -------------------- - -------- ---
PLEASE PRINT ALL INFORMATION 

Address ----------- ------------- -------- ----

City · State · Zip ---- - ----------------- ------------

Daytime Phone Area Code _ _____ Number _____________ _____ _ 

ITEM DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE EACH TOTAL 

u hirty,-lllan-lhcMountains·tcHhe-Sc-" SOLD OUT! $-10,,§0 

S.C. Wildlife Magazine Binder $ 7.30 

RESPECT Cap - Camouflage (One size fits all ) $ 5.25 

RESPECT Cap - International Orange (One size fits all ) $ 5.25 

. Carolina's Hunting Heritage $15.75 

S.C. Wildlife Cookbook-Second Edition $ 6.25 

s.c. Wildlife Magazine Subscription 1 year $ 7.95 
(six issues per year) 
For circulation inquiries, magazine only, call 

2years $14.95 

toll -free 1-800-6 78-7227. 3years $19.95 

TOTAL PRICE t 

All orders must be prepaid; make check or money order payable to S.C. Wildlife. 

Send your payment and this order form to: s.c. Wildlife; P.O. Box 167; Columbia, s.c. 19181·0167 

RESERVATION FORM 
1987·1988 Sportsman's Calendar 

D Yes! Send me the 1987-1988 Sportsman's Calendar which begins in September. 

D One for $8.35 D lwo for $16.70 D Three for $25.05 
D Four or more @$7.35 each 

Quantity ordered ____ _ Amount enclosed _______ _ 

All orders must be prepaid; make check or money order payable to S.C. Wildlife. 
Send your payment and this reservation form to: 

S.C. Wildlife, P.O. Box 167, Columbia, S.C. 19181·0167. 

Name _ _ _ ________ _ ______ _____ _ 

Address ______________________ _ 

City· State· Zip ____________________ _ 



Like any finely crafted reel, trusted plug 
or precision firearm, our Sportsman's 
Calendar and Almanac is a proven, 
classic tool. Our new 1987-88 edition is 
no exception. 

In this year's version you'll find a new 
series of spectacular hunting and fishing 
photographs and expanded almanac 
information for the interested 
sportsman.Add to these the Hart-Wright 
fishing days, t ide charts, solunar tables, 
Wildlife Management Area information 
and offshore reef location maps, and 
you have the most complete guide to 
the outdoors available in South Carolina. 

Don't miss the opportunity to add tb.Ls 
classic tool to your inventory of outdoor 
equipment.A SELLOUT THREE STRAIGHT 
YEARS •.• ORDER TODAY! Use the 
convenient order form on page 64. 






